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ABSTRACT 
 
Islamia R Iswari, Ismi. 2019. An Analysis of Code Switching in Arabic and 
English Language Used by the Teachers in teaching learning process at Tazakka 
Islamic Modern Boarding School Academic Year 2017/2018. Thesis, Surakarta: 
English Language Education, Cultures and Languages Faculty. 
 
Advisor: Dr. Rohmat Budi Santosa, M.Pd 
Key Words: Code Switching, Sociolinguistic, English and Arabic Language. 
 
Code switching is a mixed up language together in conversation. The 
researcher is aimed at describing (1) What types of code switching are used by the 
teacher in the teaching learning process?, (2) What are the factors that influence 
the teacher to use code switching?, (3) What are the reason of students living in 
Tazakka Modern Boarding School Bandar-Batang used code switching? 
This study used qualitative research. the source of data in this research was 
the process of teaching learning and conversation. This data in this research is the 
result of observation of the teaching activity and result of interview with the 
English teacher in Tazakka Islamic Modern Boarding School. The data was 
collected from the observation and interview.  The observation which supported 
Sudaryanto theory include Basic Technique Simak Libas Cakap (Non-Participate 
Observation Technique), Teknik Rekam (Recording Technique), and Catat 
(Taking Note Technique). The researcher did 5 observation: 2 in class with 
different teacher and 3 in daily conversation with different person. The data were 
analyze by reducing, analysing, concluding, trustworthiness.  
The research finding are (1) Metaphorical code switching is the type that 
often used by the teacher when switching their language, (2) The teacher switches 
their language to make them easier in explaining the subject material, (3) 
Tazakka’s circle, regulation and student’s orign is the factor and reason why the 
student of Tazakka Modern Boarding School used code switching in their 
communication. Based on these finding, the researcher has suggestion for students 
: students should be aware of their self and to active giving some vocabularies to 
the students and asked them to in their activity. Teacher should more prepare for 
their self in mastering English language. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
A. Background of the Study 
Education is very important for life, with education we can welcome a 
bright future, for ourselves, family, nation and so on. Education in 
Indonesia, divided into various levels. Indonesia requires its residents to get 
compulsory education for 9 years, 6 years in elementary school, and 3 years 
in junior high school. According to Goverment mandated in law No. 20 
Year 2003 on the National Education System (Sisdiknas), Article 6 
paragraph (1) related to nine years compulsory education. 
The development of the era, the education system is also growing. 
Many schools are established according to their own goals. Currently, 
education is not only obtained through the schools established by the 
government for the children of the nation, many people who establish 
schools with their own desire and have a vision and mission that is much 
different from the public schools, like Tazakka Boarding School. Tazakka is 
a boarding school founded by individuals. Education in Tazakka is different 
from public schools in general, this school uses a pesantren system that 
starts from junior and high school level where the students have to live in 
the dormitory. This school also has its own rules, such as the use of 
bilingual. One of the rules is all students are required to use two languages, 
it is Arabic and English, their curriculum  is different too. The use of school 
curriculum is not curriculum K13 but they use KMI curriculum (Kulliyatul 
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Mu'alimat Al-Islamiyyah). Based on my pre-research at 1st December 2018 
in Tazakka Islamic Modern Boarding School with the director KMI of 
Tazakka Modern Boarding School. He said based on KMI curriculum they 
share between the science of religion and general science given same in 
equal 100%. In the study of religious knowledge, they delivered the material 
by Arabic, English, and Indonesian language in accordance with the 
material.,  In this boarding school Arabic language is used for language 
introduction, Arabic is the first language and English is the second 
language. When the students passed the English learning, sometimes they 
find the difficulties in understanding the content of the material presented. 
In such cases, teachers usually use Arabic in the delivery of English 
material, to example :  
Teacher : If you don’t know the meaning of cupboard, so mal ma’na 
khizanatun fii lughotil Indonisiyyah? (What the meaning of 
cupboard?). 
Student : Almari. 
Teacher : Then, what is the meaning of cupboard? 
Students : The meaning of cupboard is almari. 
The teaching learning process need a good communication, to make the 
students understand the materials. 
In communication, the relation between language and society cannot 
be separated. The study about the relation of language and society is called 
sociolinguistics. According to Wardhaugh (2000:12) sociolinguistics is 
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concerned with investigating the relationship between language and society 
with the goal being a better understanding of the structure of language and 
of how languages function in communication, the equivalent goal in the 
sociology of language is trying to discover how social structure can be 
better understood through the study of language. 
Recently, it is easy to find people who speak different languages at the 
same time. The phenomenon of people having more than one code 
(language) is called bilingualism or multilingualism (Wardaugh, 1986:101). 
According to Bloomfield (in Rahardi, 2001: 13), bilingualism is a situation 
where a speaker can use two languages as well. Fasold (1984:84) stated that 
bilingualism caused by some factors, they are a) migration, b) imperialism, 
c) federation, and d) border area. 
Bilingual society results code mixing and code switching. At least, the 
phenomenon of bilingualism results in the occurrence of code switching and 
code mixing (Wardhaugh, 1986:101). Wardhaugh (1986:103) mentioned 
that code mixing occurs when conversant uses both of language together to 
extend that they change from one language to the other in the course of a 
single utterance. Code switching and code mixing are usually used in direct 
speech like in English teaching learning process  at the Tazakka Modern 
Boarding School Bandar – Batang.  
To example : 
Teacher : Na’am anta, annaimah. Answer the question number 3! ( All 
right, you are the sleeper. Answer the question number 3!) 
Student : Ana la an’as ustad. (I’am not feel a sleep mr.) 
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Teacher : Hurry up answer it, I saw you. 
Student : Na’am ustad, the answer is......  
Based on the researcher’s point of view,  the first grade of students in 
this boarding school have difficulty in using the language, because they are 
required to use Arabic and English in their daily life, although their daily 
language before is not English or Arabic language. Not all students can 
accept this rule easily, while the rules applied in this boarding school is the 
use of English and Arabic in their daily life. They use an organizational 
system to enforce the rule, in which one of the pupils is appointed by the 
teacher and makes it a language enforcer or someone who has a 
responsibility in regulation to speak two languages in this boarding school. 
Students of Tazakka Modern Boarding School enforce to use bilingual 
language, if they violated they will get the punishment. The punishment 
given by language section of Tazakka Islamic Modern Boarding School at 
coordinator with the teacher’s counselor. They gave the differences 
punishment, they gave based on their mistake. Get caught use Indonesian 
language they will get punishment to speak up “Allughotu tajul 
ma’had/Language is our crown” 10 times by aloud voice in front of another 
students. Get caught use local language wil get shave his hair for the 
punishment. Language learning in this boarding school begins from Arabic 
language learning. Arabic language as a main language in this boarding 
school. It begins from they deciced to enter this boarding school, they have 
begun to study Arabic, then they have difficulties in understanding English 
language. 
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There are three reasons why someone becomes bilingual, namely 
membership, education, and administration (Hoffman, 1991: 3). One of the 
examples of membership reason is the use of sophisticated words of youth, 
while the example of education and administration reasons are the use of  
English or Arabic by Indonesian for international or bilingual school and an 
inter-state meeting to discuss social issues, technology etc. Moreover, with 
social background, culture, and the situation, the speech community can 
determine their usage of the language. In view of sociolinguistics, linguistic 
situation in the bilingual or multilingual is very interesting to study.  
According to Fishman (1972) the selection of language used by 
speakers do not occur randomly, but consider several factors, including who 
is the speaker, who is the interlocutor, what is the topic which is being 
discussed, and in which context the conversation occurred. Because of the 
bilingual phenomenon, the students tend to use code mixing and code 
switching in a particular reason. The use of bilingual motivated students to 
learn more about foreign language. 
The researcher took the research in Tazakka Modern Boarding School 
Bandar-Batang because it has a regulation to use bilingualism (English and 
Arabic Language) in daily activities. The phenomenon of bilingualism 
results in the occurrence of code switching and code mixing (Wardhaugh, 
1986:101). Students living in Tazakka Modern Boarding School Bandar-
Batang who don’t use Arabic and English language will get punishment. 
That’s why many of them use code switching when they are talking each 
other, because they don’t understand completely that language. More over 
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in English language, they don’t understand well, because they learn Arabic 
more then English. So for understanding the English they use Arabic for 
their explanation. This research is conducted to identify what types of code 
switching used by students, what are the factors that influence students to 
use code switching and what are the impacts toward the listeners. The title 
of this research is “AN ANALYSIS OF CODE SWITCHING IN ARABIC 
AND ENGLISH LANGUAGE USED BY THE TEACHERS IN 
TEACHING LEARNING PROCESS AT TAZAKKA ISLAMIC MODERN 
BOARDING SCHOOL ACADEMIC YEAR 2017/2018” 
 
B. Problem Identification 
Based on the background of the study, the researcher can identify the 
reason why code switching is used in teaching learning process at the 
Tazakka Modern Boarding School, then the reseacher give boundary by 
making inquiries about the object of the study there are : 
1. Tazakka Modern Boarding School had a different curriculum. 
2. Tazakka Modern Boarding used two languages in their daily life.  
3. Arabic Language is a main language. 
4. Teacher switched their languages in Arabic and English. 
5. Students have difficulties in using English languages. 
6. A ban of using Indonesian languages, there are some punishment if 
violated. 
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C. Limitation of the Problem 
Based on the identification problems above, it is impossible for the 
researcher to handle all of the problems. In this study, the researcher wants 
to make the research clear and focus. It is necessary for the researcher to 
limit the problem especially on the explanation. In order that the problem 
would not be large, the researcher limit the study on the english code 
switching “Arabic and English language” used by the teacher in teaching 
learning process .  
 
D. Problem Statements 
Based on the background of the study, the researcher have some 
problem statements : 
1. What types of code switching are used by the teacher in the teaching 
learning process? 
2. What are the factors that influence teacher to use code switching? 
3. What are the reason of students living in Tazakka Modern Boarding 
School Bandar-Batang use code switching? 
 
E. The Objectives of The Study 
The objectives of this study is : 
1. To show the types of code switching used in teaching learning process.  
2. To know the factors that influence the teacher used code switching. 
3. To describe the reasons why the students of Tazakka Modern Boarding 
School Bandar – Batang do their language switching. 
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F. The Benefit of The Study 
The researcher hopes that the research of this study will give some 
benefits, especially for the researcher and for the readers in general. The 
benefits of the study are as follow : 
1. Theoretical benefit  
a. This research can give more knowledge in English code switching. 
b. This research can contribute to know that there are benefits of using 
code switching. 
c. This research will help students and other researchers who have the 
same interest in the Sociolinguistics field, they can use this thesis as a 
reference to do their research or futher research about code switching 
from other point of views. 
2. Practical Benefit  
For the researcher and the reader : 
a. The research of this study give the information about the impacts of  
using code switching. 
b. Code switching can give an alternative to study foreign language         
without any confusing. 
 
G. The Definition of Key Terms 
In this research, there are some keywords used in this research. The key 
terms of the research are as follow: 
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1. Code Switching 
Hudson (2001: 56) code switching is a mixed up language together in 
conversation. Moreover, Mesthrie et. Al., (2004: 166) state that code 
switching may be associated with a series of umarked choices when 
aspects of the concepts of the context such as a change in topic or in the 
person addressed make a different kanguage variety more appropiate. 
According Gumperz (1982: 59) Code switching is juxtaposition within 
the same speech exchange of passages of speech belonging to two 
different grammatical systems or subsystems. 
2. Bilingual 
Bilingualism is pressed to the use of language in social context, not from 
getting langua ge, the existence of language, or the attitude of the 
language and the using of it (Giyoto, 2013: 60). According Wei (2000: 
18) Bilingual is utilization of two or more different languages, as having 
a detrimental effect on human being’s intellectual and spiritual growth.  
3. KMI 
KMI (Kulliyatul Muallimin Al-Islamiyat) is Islamic Education school 
that have a similar teaching learning process in Padang Panjang’s 
management of education.  Theortically the purpose of KMI has been 
mandated by the government in Law No. RI. 20 Year 2003 on the 
National Education System, article 3 which explain that education 
national function to develop the ability and shape the character as well 
civilization of dignified nation in order to educate the life of the nation, 
aims to develop the potential of learners to become human being are 
10 
 
faithful to Allah S.W.T, noble character, healty, knowledge, skill, 
creative, independent, and become a democratic citizen as well to be 
responsible.  
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CHAPTER II 
THEORITICAL REVIEW 
A. Profile of Tazakka Islamic Modern Boarding School 
The islamic boarding school (pondok pesantren), as an indigeneous 
Islamic education system in Indonesia, has given great contribution in 
developing da’wah and Islamic education in Indonesia for many centuries. 
As an institution for creating well-qualified Muslim generations, it stands 
sturdily in fortifying the aqidah of ummah, cultivating akhlaqul karimah, 
building the ummah’s character, and transforming the supreme values of 
knowledge. 
Tazakka Modern Islamic Boarding School, as one of the leading 
Islamic Boarding Schools in Central Java, Indonesia, has the main role to 
educate the young Moslem generations, not only in Indonesia, but also in 
the religion (Southeast Asia). All its potencies and efforts directed to reach 
this mission. In doing so, Tazakka is full committed  to not be affiliated to 
certain political parties or actively involved in any political practice. 
Tazakka also does not affiliate with certain religious groups and 
organization , so that Tazakka can independently determine its vision, 
mission, and strategies, and therefore has wide range and key role in 
developing its education system. 
Tazakka continually strengthens itself, both internally and externally. 
Internally, Tazakka regularly enhances the quality of its education system 
and teaching instruction, establishes its educational facility, develops its 
humans resources/cadres, enlarges funding resources, as well as improves 
12 
 
the workplace system and prosperity of its cadres. As for its external 
development includes: expanding networks, providing the da’wah for 
ummah, supporting surrounding communities and local goverment’s 
programs, and any other developments in order to enhance its contributions 
to communities and nations, and bring its glorious goals into reality. 
The establishment of Tazakka Foundation (Yayasan Tazakka) and the 
birth of Tazakka Modern Islamic Boarding School are inseperable. Tazakka 
Foundation was pioneered by three siblings; Anang Rikza Masyhadi, Anizar 
Masyhadi, and Anisia Kumala Masyhadi, after finishing their study at Al-
Azhar University, Cairo, Egypt. Tazakka Foundation itself a private, non-
profit organization that serves the communities through programs in three 
areas; education, health, and community development. In education area, the 
foundation strives to nurture the future leaders of Indonesia. The foundation 
also strives to improve the overall health of the communities especially the 
poor, religion teachers adn students, and at the same time, contributes to 
human development of the community. 
Tazakka Modern Islamic Boarding School started with a shared 
dream. Early 1990, the founders of Tazakka Foundation shared a vision and 
concerned a plan for the future development of their country: to provide 
Batang citizens with a greater choice of Islamic educationthan ever before. 
They conciously realized that education is a universal right, and 
therefore,enables young Muslim generation wherever they are to have a 
better access to the means of innovation, creativity, acquisition of 
knowledge and expertise, and the practice of responsibility in their 
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education system. They then set about turning this dream into reality by 
sending many cadres to study in Gontor Modern Islamic Boarding School 
(Pondok Modern Darussalam Gontor), in Ponorogo, East Java.  
Tazakka Foundation started its defining moment to reach their dream 
by launching the establishment Tazakka Modern Islamic Boarding School 
on 6 September 2009, attended by thousands of people. Since then, the waqf 
movement has been also released to the public, so as to bulid the facilities of 
Tazakka Modern Islamic Boarding School. 
Since its launching Tazakka has been visited my many prominent and 
public figures. The attendance of these prominent figures had contributed 
significant supports in realizing the ideals of Tazakka Modern Islamic 
Boarding School, in educating cadres and Moslem generations commited to 
the advancement of nation and religion. Their presence is also very 
important to reinforce the vision, mission and identify of Tazakka as the seal 
of Muslim community (Perekat Ummat). 
Tazakka is the name chosen by its founder. Tazakka is not just a 
name; its reflect a large idealism, hope, and lofty ideals. Derived from the 
Qur’an means to ‘purify’, Tazakka’s reason established by its founders is to 
become a leading institution purifying and refining the hearts of its 
inhabitants. 
The boarding school (pesantren) system had been chosen as the 
education system of Tazakka. Such a system has many advantages and 
privileges, combining and intregrating three education system; family 
education, school education, and community education. 
14 
 
Abundant life skill are trained and fostered in the boarding  school, 
not only cognitive aspect, but also affective and psychomotor. The school 
also notices the student’s wide range of intellgence; social intelligence, 
emotional intelligence, and spiritual intelligence. Therefore, Tazakka 
consistently strives to discipline its students for example, utilizing dormitory 
system not only as a living place, but also as an educational field. 
In such dorm system, the student-teacher relation is effectively 
designed in such a manner as to achieve a desired result. The santris 
(students) learn the Islamic and living values, so that they can fortify 
themselves with the right value. Life and soft skills are continously 
sharpened; independence, leadership, teaming, brotherhood, and social 
interaction with friends coming from all walks of life. 
Tazakka Boarding School also implements a typical relation style, by 
putting the headmaster (kiai) and teacher (asatidz) as the central figures and 
the mosque (masjid) as the center of the school’s activity. Tazakka believes 
that such a policy will create a more conducive environment for educational 
and teaching process. 
Tazakka Modern Islamic Boarding School started its admission 
process for students in 2013 acepting 178 students (from 210 registrants), 
which is monitored, guided and mentored 24/7 by 35 teachers in school 
dormitories. Its educational system adopts Pondok Modern Darussalam 
Gontor’s educational system (called Kulliyah al-Mu’alimin al-Islamiyah, 
KMI), in terms of its educational level, curriculum, activities, and various 
educational and learning programs. 
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Legal aspect, Tazakka Modern Islamic Boarding School is an 
independent educational institution, and has been a fully private school 
since its establishment. Since Ramadhan 16th, 1430/September 6th, 2009, 
the school has been officially donated by its founding fathers as a waqf for 
the community (ummah). 
The boarding school is registered at the Office of Ministry of 
Religious Affairs in Batang, with the registration number: 
Kd.11.25/5/PP.00.7/2200/2013. 
On September 2, 2016 the Tazakka’s KMI had officially achieved 
equal recognition (mu’adalah) from the state. The Letter of Equal 
Recognition signed by the Director-General of Islamic. Education of the 
Ministry of Religious Affairs decreed the status of KMI as equal as the 
prevalent Madrasah Tsanawiyah and Madrasah Aliyah. 
 
B. Sociolinguistics 
When people interact with others in society, anytime and anywhere 
they must use a language. Without a language, people will find some 
troubles when doing their activities. No people or no society without 
language, although there are different languages in one society to another 
society. The role of language among the people in this life is very crucial. 
People use a language to show their feelings, ideas or their opinions. The 
word sociolinguistics  contain of two words. First is society which means 
any group of people who are drawn together for certain purpose and the 
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second is language which means the members of particular society speak, 
Wardhaugh (2006:1). 
Sociolinguistics is the study of kinds of language used is social 
context. There are so many phenomena to the function of language than can 
be found in our society. One of many phenomenon can be found is code 
switching. Our country called a country that have many kinds of tribes. The 
phenomena exist because there is the social context which allows people 
who live in the communities to communicate in more than one language. In 
this case, the researcher will focus on discussing English code switching of  
“English, Arabic, and Indonesian language” use by first grade students in 
Tazakka Modern Boarding School. 
1. Code 
a) The definition of Code 
In every interaction, people usually choose different codes in 
different situations. They may use a particular code because it 
makes them easier to discuss a particular topic when they are 
speaking. When they are talking about school or job at home, for 
instance they use the language that is related to those fields rather 
than the language used in daily communication at home.   
People do conversation actually they send codes to their 
addressee. This coding pass through the process which happened to 
the speaker and hearer, and it should be understood by both of 
them. According to Wardaugh (2006:88) when people open their 
mouth, they must choose a particular langauge, dialect, style, 
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register, or variety-that is, a particular code. If the speaker 
understands what the code is, then he or she will take a decision 
and act appropriate to what he or she should do.  
Code is also phenomenon in multilingual society. Wardaugh 
(1986: 99) code is the particular dialect or language one chooses to 
use in any occasion, a system used for communication between two 
or more parties. According to Rahardi (2010: 17) states that code is 
a speech system which its language elements applied has 
characteristics appropriate to the background, speaker, and 
speaker’s relation with addressee in speech situation. 
A code is a system that is used by people to communicate 
with each other. When people want to talk each other, they have to 
choose a particular code to express their feeling. According to 
Stockwell (2002:8-9), a code is “a symbol of nationalism that is 
used by people to speak or communicate in a particular language, 
or dialect, or register, or accent, or style on different occasions and 
for different purposes.”  
From the definition above, it can be concluded that code is 
language variation which has certain characteristics related to 
background of speech, speaker, the relation between speaker and 
addressee in the situation of speech. Code also can be said as any 
kind of communication system. When the addressee understand 
what the speaker’s code, and they will make a decision to continue 
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their conversation and repeat the statement. A code is divided into 
code mixing and code switching (Stockwell, 2002). 
b) The Definition of Code Mixing 
Code mixing is the mixing of two or more languages in 
speech. Code mixing is the similar to the use or creation of pidgins, 
but while pidgins is created across groups that do not share a 
common language, code mixing may occur within a multilingual 
setting where speakers share more than one language. In situation 
of language contact, the point of contact is the bilingual individual, 
and there are usually at least two interacting mother-tongue groups, 
each representing different cultural and linguistic groups. Maschler 
(1998:125) defines code mixing or a mixed code as using two 
languages such that a third, new code emerges, in which elements 
from the two languages are incorporated into a structurally 
definable pattern. In other words, the code mixing hypothesis states 
that when two langauges are mixed up then there will be a third 
language that is to be the connection.  
Wardaugh (1986:98) states a bilingual or multilingual 
situation can produce still other effects on one or more of the 
language involved. Code mixing occurs when conversant use both 
of languages togrther to extend that they change from one language 
to the other in the course of a single utterance ( Wardaugh 
1986:103). 
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Code mixing occurs when people mix two languages between 
mother tongue and English. Nababan (1993) said that code-mixing 
is found mainly in informal interactions. There are some reasons 
why people make code mixing. Firstly, in code-mixing, bilingual 
speakers seem to apply some words or phrases from foreign 
language (pieces of one language smaller than clause), while the 
other language (code) functions as the base language. Secondly, 
bilingual speakers mix codes when there is no topic that changes, 
nor does the situation (Gumperz, 1982). 
In this environment, where several communities from 
different regions will arise migling of language to make the 
conversation effective. As happened in Tazakka Modern Boarding 
School contains students from various regions with various kinds 
of mother language. Mixing of the language will often occur here. 
Example : you are the sleeper na’am? (you are the sleeper, right?). 
c) The Definition of Code Switching 
Talking about code mixing is certaintly also followed by code 
switching. In sociolinguistics, the speaker uses a term to perform 
language style which is called “code”. People also use code when 
they want to stress the uses of a language or language variety in a 
particular community. Wardhaugh (2002:100) stated that code 
switching is a process when people are usually required to select a 
particular code whenever they choose to speak, and they may also 
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decide to switch from one code to another or two mix codes even 
within sometimes very short utterances and there by create a new 
code.  
According Holmes (1992: 50) stated that code switching 
occurs when the speaker shifted their language from one language 
to another. She also stated that code switching is a common term 
for alternate use of two or more language  e or varieties of language 
which can be functioned as sentences, clause, phrase or even a 
word. 
Regarding to those definition, it can be concluded that when 
people stayed in bilingual or multilingual society, they will think 
which language should be used. They will choose a suitable word 
for speaking alternative, to make their conversation is going 
clearly. In code switching, there are a number of possible reasons 
for the switching from one language into another language. First of 
these is the notion that a speaker may not be able to express him or 
herself in one language so switches to the other compensate for the 
deficiency. Second, switching commonly occurs when an 
individual wishes to express solidarity with a particular social 
group. The last is the alteration that occurs when the speakers 
wishes to convey his or her attitude to the listener.  
The practice of alternately using two language is called as 
code-switching. Code switching is a linguistic phenomenon 
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commonly occuring in bilingual and multilingual speech 
communities (Mahootian, 2006). People who switch the language 
should have purposes, such as to qoute someone, qualify message, 
amplify or emphasize, convey confidentiality, anger and 
annoyance, mark and emphasize group identity (solidarity), 
exclude someone from conversation, change role of speaker, rise 
status, add authority, show expertise and continue the last langauge 
used (Grosjean, 1982). Example : Majruh jiddan ma’aka, you have 
stole my sandal (Really hate you, you have stole my sandal). 
2. The similarities and the differences between code mixing and code 
mixing  
Code in sociolinguistics simply refers to a language or a language 
variety. Both Code Mixing and Code Switching are in one way or 
another coming together of two or more languages or codes. Code 
mixing is mixing of mostly words, buat also phrases, clauses, or even 
complete sentences of two language varieties. Code switching is nothing 
but the speaker switch the words from one language to another language 
to create a special effect. Then, the differences between code mixing and 
code switching is that code switching has a special, social pragmatic 
consequence while code mixing does not. Code switching should have 
purposes, while code mixing is the change of one language to another 
within the same utterance or in the same oral or written text (Nababan, 
1993). The use of code-mixing reflects the idea that the alternation of the 
languages is not yet constrained (Azuma, 1998). 
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Code mixing, the speaker only inserts some words in the sentence. 
Code mixing is the borrowing of the elements of another language 
(Poplack: 2004) for example : This morning, I antar anak I ke sekolah 
pake car. The languaga is mixed with another language by borrowing the 
same lements of the language with a few words are replaced, it may aim 
only to appear more slang. While, Ohoiwutun (2002: 69) states that code 
mixing is the use of more language or code in discourse which has no 
clear pattern. 
Whereas code switching is to transfer the entire language to another 
language for a specific purpose. Nilep (2006) states that code switching 
is an alternation in the form of communication that signals a content in 
which the linguistic contribution can be understood. For example to make 
the students understood what the teacher delivered, the teacher used an 
Indonesian language in his explanation of English language material in 
the classroom. Trudgill (2000) states that code switching is switching 
from one language variety to another when the situation demands. 
In this case study the researcher will focus on code switching. 
Researcher will examine the code switching that occurs in the teaching 
and learning process at Tazakka Modern Boarding School. 
3. Type of code switching 
Code switching can be classified in accordance with two different 
classifications named here grammatical and contextual classification. The 
grammatical classification is based on where in the sentence or utterance 
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the switching appears while the contextual classification based on the 
reason why bilingual swicthes. 
Poplack in Romine ( 1994 : p.178 ) divides the types of code 
switching based on the grammatical classification into three types: 
a. Tag Switching 
The first type involves the insertion of tag in one language into 
utterance, for example: you know, I mean, no way, It’s okay, etc. 
b. Inter-sentential Switching 
Whereas intersential cover a switch at a clause or sentence 
boundary, where each clause or sentence is in one language or 
another. This type is thought to be the most difficult kind of switching 
since it requires greater fluency in both languages, for example : An 
Indonesian bilingual switches from English to Arabic e.g. Although 
the side dish is simply, hadzal idam syu’ruhu ladzidzun jiddan. 
Although the side dish is simply, this side dish is so delicious.  
c. Intra-sentential Switching  
The last type, intra-sentential switching, is the most frequent 
kind of switching found in bilingualis’ conversation. This switching 
allows or an impression that speakers are insuffucuently prificient in 
another language to finish what they want to say in one langauge. For 
example : an english bilingual switches from English to Arabic e.g. 
Wow al-masjidu so clean. Wow, the mosque is clean. 
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Another example from code switching in the classroom. The 
teacher gives a dialogue to the students, which includes a Turkish 
statement which the students don’t know the English meaning. And he 
gives the English form of the sentence in parenthesis to show the 
meaning of the new word. 
Joselyn : Babs, Babs, Oh there you are! 
Babs : Calm down. What’s the rush? 
Joselyn : Sana söylemek için can atıyorum. (I’ve been bursting to 
tell you) 
Babs : Tell me what? It’s obviously got you excited. 
Jocelyn : Well, Heather just told me that Mandy has dumped 
Gordon and got a new boyfriend. 
Babs : Oohh, fancy that. Who is he? 
The teacher wants his students to learn the meaning of the new 
word burst. Unlike the grammatical classification , which is based on 
the position of the different codes founds in the utterances, the 
contextual classification is based on the reason why people switch. 
The classification based on sociolinguistics point of view based on the 
Gumperz’s theory is divided into two types of code-switching , 
namely the situational and metaphortical code-switching. 
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a. Situational code-switching  
Situational code-switching occurs when the languages used 
change according to the situation in which the conversants find 
themselves : they speak one language in one situation and another 
in a different one. No topic change is involved. The changing 
situation could be the setting, the participants, or the norms of 
interaction (Gumperz, 1982: p.73). The following short dialogue 
bellow describes an example of situational code-switching when a 
lecturer switches from English to Bahasa Indonesia : 
Taken place at speaking class for third semester students. 
Lecturer : Ya that’s not good because everything I have the 
purpose behind it. Bukan begitu mbak? Tanyakan 
sama yang sudah semester atas.  
Student  : Iya bu. 
The example above shows that the reason of the lecturer change the 
language from English to Indonesian to explain the sutudent that 
speaking class is important when the students reach uper semester. 
b. Metaphorical code-switching  
Metaphorical code-switching is the interesting point here is 
that some topics may be discussed in either code, but the choice of 
code adds a distinct flavor to what is said about the topic. The 
choice encodes certain social values.  
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4. The Function of Code Switching : 
a. Topic Switch 
In topic switch cases, the Teacher alters his/her language according to 
the topic is under discussion, Sert (2005:2). this mostly observed in 
grammar introduction, that the teacher shift his/her language to the 
mother tongue of his/her student in dealing with particular grammar 
points, which are taught at that moment.  
1) Affective Fuction 
Sert (2005, p.2) proposed that code switching also carries 
affective function that serve for expression of emotion. In this 
case, code switching is used by the teacher in order to build 
solidarity and intimate relations with students. In this sense, one 
may speak of the contribution of code switching for creating a 
supportive language environment in the classroom. 
2) Repetitive Function 
Sert (2005:2) said that in repetitive function the teacher 
uses code switching in classroom setting in order to transfer the 
necessary knowledge for the students for clarity. The teacher 
code switches to mother tongue in order to clarity meaning. In 
this case, stresses are very important on foreign language 
content for efficient comprehension. 
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However, the tendency to repeat the instruction in mother 
tongue may lead the negative effect for the student. The students 
may loose interest in listening to the basic instruction which 
have academic consequence. 
b. The Reason of Using Code Switching 
When code switching occurs, the motivation or reasons of the 
speaker is an important consideration in the process. According to 
Hoffman (1992:116) there are a number of reasons for bilingual person to 
switch their languages such as, talking about a particular topic, quoting 
somebody else, showing empathy about something, interjection (inserting 
sentence fillers or sentence connector), Repetition used for clarification, 
expressing group identity, and intention of clarifying the speech content 
for the interlocutor. 
1) Talking about a Particular Topic 
People sometimes prefer to talk about a particular topic in 
one language rather than in another. Sometimes, a speaker feels 
free and more comfortable to express his emotional feelings in a 
language that is not his everyday language. 
The case can be found in Singapore, in which English 
language is used to discuss trade or a business matter, mandarin for 
international “Chinese” language, Malay as the language of the 
region, and Tamil as the language of one of the important ethnic 
groups in the republic. 
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2) Quoting Somebody Else 
People often quote word, sentence, and expressions that they 
like from well-known person sometimes, the quote from different 
language such as English wise word. The use it because they want 
to express and emphasize sometime to look better. For instance: 
saya lupa siapa namanya. What is a name? [I forgot who he is. 
What is a name?]. The example show popular quotation “what is 
name?’’ by Shakespeare, well known poet, from England. 
3) Repitition Used for Clarification 
When a bilingual or multilingual person wants to clarify his 
speech so that it will be understood better by listener, he can 
sometimes use both of the languages that he masters to say the 
same messages. Frequently, a message in one code is a repeated in 
the other code literally. A repetition is not only served to clarify 
what is said, but also to amplify or emphasize a message. 
4) Showing Empathy about Something 
People often switch their language to express empathy about 
something. In some cases using another language, English, is more 
convenient to show their empathy rather than using L1 such as 
Indonesian 17 (or vice versa). Moreover, the appropriate language 
usage is able to make the meaning stronger.  
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For instance: “semoga sukses teman.You can do it!.” [good 
luck my friend. You can do it!]. In this utterances, the friend wants 
to encourage his friends to be more confident and optimistic to do 
something. 
5) Intention of Clarifying the Speech Content For the Interlocutor  
When bilingual or multilingual person talks to another 
bilingual or multilingual, there will be lots of code switching and 
code mixing occurs. It means to make the contents of his speech 
runs smoothly and can be understood by the listener. A message in 
one code is repeated in the other code in somewhat modified form 
6) Expressing Group Identity 
Code switching and code mixing can also be used to express 
group identity. The way of communication of academic in their 
disciplinary groupings, are obviously different from the other 
groups. In other words, the way of communication of one 
community is different from the people who are out of the 
community. 
C. Bilingualism 
Bilingual is utilization of two or more different languages, as having a 
detrimental effect on human being’s intellectual and spiritual growth, Wei 
(2000: 18). Indonesia known by country with a thousand tribes and a 
thousand languages. But they have an  indonesian language for their 
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language associaton, but most Indonesian communicate do their 
communication use more than one code and require a selected code 
whenever they choose to speak with other people. When two or more 
language used alternately by the same speaker, it can be said that those 
languages contact each other. Events using two or more language alternately 
by the speaker called bilingualism, Wardhaugh (2006 :101) and the people 
involved billingual. Bilingualism like something usually that happen in 
every people in their speaking or writing. Tarjana defines that bilingualism 
is a situation in which a community uses two languages in daily life.  
Its happen in Tazakka Islamic Modern Boarding School. Tazakka 
have two languages, Arabic and English for their language communication. 
Its an example of bilingialism. Arabic langauge is their main language 
conversation. Tazakka banned their students to use Indonesian language for 
their communication. Tazakka have a regulation, all teaching learning 
process should delivered by Arabic or English languages except general 
matery that needs to delivered by Indonesian.  
D. Speech Community 
Human being is a social being who is always commited to a certain 
group of people called community. Every particular community has its own 
characteristics, including the way to communicate each other. This 
community called speech community. Bloomfield says that a speech 
community is a group of people who interact by means of speech (1998:24). 
The members of the same speech community should share the linguistic 
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norms. They should share understanding and values of attitudes toward 
language varieties present in their community. At least, the phenomenon of 
bilingualism results in the occurance of code switching and code mixing ( 
Wardaugh: 1986, 101). It happens when the speaker requires a particular 
code, in order to switch or mix one code to another and even create a new 
code in process (Wardaugh: 1986,101). 
E. KMI 
KMI (Kulliyatul Muallimin Al-Islamiyyah) is an educational 
curriculum system that used by Darussalam Gontor Modern Boarding 
School, which is this educational curriculum system is different with the 
curriculum 13. This curriculum system is similar with curriculum system in 
Padang Pajang, West Sumatera. This city is called by Serambi Mekkah, and 
known by Mesir van Andalas. Then, educational curriculum of Padang 
Panjang blend with boarding school system. Educational process be held 
lasts for 24 hours. The students got the religion and general knowlegde 
balanced between 100% along six years.  
Tazakka Modern Boarding School have a same educational 
curriculum system with Darussalam Gontor Modern Boarding School, 
Tazakka Modern  Boarding School lead by Ust. KH. Anang Rikza 
Masyhadi, Lc.M.A. Tazakka Modern Boarding School used KMI for their 
teaching learning process. KMI system in Tazakka Modern Boarding 
School fully refers to the KMI system of Darussalam Gontor Modern 
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Boarding School, both in education and curriculum, similarly with their 
activities and their programs.   
The purpose of KMI (Kulliyatul Muallimin Al-Islamiyyah) is to form 
a devoted man to Allah S.W.T. and who hold fast and move or walk with 
the religion of Islam, and who hold fast with noble morality (high virtue), 
healty body, broad knowledge, and free mind. Have an ablity in the 
developing science and serving the community and personality like the 
Indonesian, (Panduan Manajemen KMI, 1938:28). 
F. Code Switching in Tazakka 
Tazakka Modern Boarding School have students that come from any 
region with their own tribes. They come to Tazakka Modern Boarding 
School with their own languages, and we know that human being is a social 
being who is always commited to a certain group of people called 
community. Every particular community has its own characteristics, 
including the way to communicate each other. This community called 
speech community. Bloomfield says that a speech community is a group of 
people who interact by means of speech (1998:24). The members of the 
same speech community should share the linguistic norms. They should 
share understanding and values of attitudes toward language varieties 
present in their community. Tazakka Modern Boarding School have their 
own rule. Tazakka modern boarding school determined Arabic and English 
for their language communication. Then, forbidden for all students of 
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Tazakka Modern Boarding School using their mother language for 
communication. They should communicate by Arabic or English languages. 
G. Previous Studies 
The first previous study that is used by the writer is The Analysis of 
Lecturers’s Code Switching in Teaching Learning Process ( A case Study in 
the English Department Teaching Learning Process Faculty of Cultural 
Sciences Sebelas Maret University ) by Yutama Ndaru Chahayani, 2015. 
This research focus on the code switching used by the lecturers in English 
Department of Sebelas Maret University. The research aims to determine 
the types, reasons, and functions of code switching used by lecturers in the 
teaching learning process. In this research the lecturers used two types of 
code switching in their teaching learning process there are methaporical and 
situational code switching. Based on grammatical classification there are 
three types : inter-sential code switching, intra-sential code switching, and 
tag switching. By using Gumper’z and Hoffman theory about the function, 
the reseacher found ten functions of code switching done by the lecturers in 
data are : addressee, example, interjection, inquiry, emphasize, jokes, 
insufficient vocabulary resourches, personalization vs objectivization, 
explanation, and reiteration.  
The second previous study is written by Ike Dyah Sintianingtyas in 
her research Code Switching Analysis Used by English Teacher of the 
Eleventh Grade Students of MAN Sukoharjo in the Academic Year 
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2016/2017. The reseacher found three types of code switching and six 
funtions of code switching used by English teacher in MAN Surakarta.  
The third previous study is written by Bilal Tawfiq Hammara and 
Salsabil Qararia in their journal article The Function of Code Switching in 
Selma Dabbagh’s Out Of It. This article showed that bilingualism and 
bicultural have a very great impact in literary works. They focused on 
linguistic and cultural phenomenon of code switching employed in Selma 
Dabbagh’s novel Out Of It (2011). The researcher argued to address the 
concerns of Palestinians and maintain her Palestinian belonging, Dabbagh 
used code switching from English into Arabic. 
The fourth previous study is Code Switching in English as a Foreign 
Language Classroom Teacher’s attitude by Engku Haliza Engku Ibrahim, 
Mohamed Ismail Ahamad Shah, and Najwa Tgk. Armia. English lecturer in 
Local Universities Malaysia claimed they do not like to use code switching 
in their teaching learning process. They only used a target language in their 
teaching learning process. But this article showed that code switching is 
really needed in the delivery of the material.  
Tabel. 2.1 
No. Title Similarities  Diferences 
1.  The Analysis of 
Lecturers’s Code 
Switching in Teaching 
Learning Process ( A 
Using qualitative 
research, code 
switching analysis. 
This research 
described the code 
switching used by 
the lecturers in 
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case Study in the 
English Department 
Teaching Learning 
Process Faculty of 
Cultural Sciences 
Sebelas Maret 
University ) by Yutama 
Ndaru Chahayani, 
2015. 
English Education 
Department of 
Sebelas Maret 
University.  
2. Code Switching 
Analysis Used by 
English Teacher of the 
Eleventh Grade 
Students of MAN 
Sukoharjo in the 
Academic Year 
2016/2017. 
Using qualitative 
research, code 
switching analysis. 
This research 
analize about code 
switching that used 
by English Teacher 
of Elevent Grade 
Students of MAN 
Sukoharjo. 
3, The Function of Code 
Switching in Selma 
Dabbagh’s Out Of It. 
Using qualitative 
research, code 
switching analysis. 
In this research they 
focused on linguistic 
and cultural 
phenomenon of 
Code Switching 
employed in Selma 
Dabbagh’s Novel 
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“Out of It”.  
4. Code Switching in 
English as a Foreign 
Language Classroom 
Teacher’s attitude by 
Engku Haliza Engku 
Ibrahim, Mohamed 
Ismail Ahamad Shah, 
and Najwa Tgk. Armia. 
Using qualitative 
research, code 
switching analysis. 
This research 
showed about code 
switching and the 
teachers’ attitude in 
Foreign Language 
Classroom of Local 
University Malaysia 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESEARCH FINDING & DISCUSSION 
This chapter is divided into two parts; findings and discussion. The finding 
parts presents the result of the data analysis of the type of code-switching used by 
English teacher of Tazakka Boarding School in Reading subjet. Based on Poplack 
and Gumperz’s theory, the function of code switching based on Sert theory, and 
the reason of using code-switching based on Hoffman theory. The discusssion 
section provided the deep and detailed description of the data findings. 
A. Research Finding 
This part explains the finding dealing with code switching in the 
teaching and learning process inside and outside the class. In explaining the 
findings, the researcher does some step.  
Fristly, the researcher presents the type of code switching. Based on 
Poplack theory there are three types of code switching used by the teacher 
and the students, they are tag-switching, inter-sentential code switching, and 
intra-sentential code switching. Based on Gumperz theory there are two 
types of code-switching, they are situational code switching and 
metaphorical code switching. Then this researcher, researcher used 5 type of 
code switching there are : 
Types of Code Switching:   
1. Tag Switching 
2. Inter-Sentential Code Switching 
3. Intra-Sentential Code Switching 
4. Situational Code Switching 
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5. Metaphorical Code Switching 
Based on According to Hoffman (1992:116) there are a number of reasons 
for bilingual person to switch their languages such as : 
1. Talking about a particular topic 
2. Quoting somebody else 
3. Repetition used for clarification 
4. Showing empathy about something 
5. Intention of clarifying the speech content for the interlocutor.  
6. Expressing group identity 
The observation was conducted eight times with the duration of each 
observation was 20-45 minutes. The observation devided into 2 part which 
are : Inside classroom during English teaching learning process in Reading 
subject, and outside class while some srudent study. From the recorder 
which has been transcribed by the researcher, there were  
Based on the data, the schedule of English teaching learning in 
Tazakka Islamic Modern Boarding School for 1st grade. 1st grade students of 
Tazakka Islamic Modern Boarding School devided into 2 classes there are : 
- Regular Class : Students which graduated from Elementary 
School. 
- Intensive Class : Students which graduated from Junior High 
School. 
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The datas can be desribed in Table 4.1 below. 
Table 4.1 The Schedule of English Teaching Learning for 1st 
Grade of Tazakka Islamic Modern Boarding School 
Day Time Class Subject 
Matter 
Narrasumber 
Monday, 7th 
January 2019 
08.15 – 
09.00 
1 intensive 
B 
Reading Mr.G 
Tuesday, 8th 
January 2019 
08.15 – 
09.00 
1B Reading Mr.A 
 
1. First data of class 1 intensive B 
The result of the observation for class 1 intensive B that hold by Mr.G 
on January 7th 2019, at 08.15 – 09.00 can be explained as bellow. Mr. G was 
teaching reading. The material can be shown on the appendices. There are 
25 students in the classroom when the teaching process. 
1) Opening 
At 08.15 pm bell rang, the teacher go to the 1 intensive B class 
followed by the researcher. The teacher opened the class by saying 
“Assalamu’alaikum Wr. Wb. Good morning students” followed by 
asking the students condition and the students replied eargerly. Then 
checked the absence. On that day no one was absent. 
Before entering to the new chapter, the teacher asked the 
students about their last chapter. The teacher give the new 
vocabularies before they entered to the new chapter.  
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2) Main Activity  
The main activity used PQ4R strategy toward reading 
mastery. PQ4R strategy is a strategy that helps students to focus 
organizing information in their minds and making it meaningful 
(Slavin, 1997: 298). PQ4R  is Previewing (P), Questioning (Q), 
Reading (R), Reflect (R), Recite (R), Review (R) (Sudarman, 2009). 
Those activities were followed by the students, and the teacher 
implemented them by using certain method and technique. 
a. Preview 
In this step, the teacher asked the student to review what 
the meaning of the vocabularies before. Then, the teacher gave 
questions for all the students, and the students answered it. 
Ustadz G (Mr. G) : “At the Seaside, what the meaning 
of At the Seaside?” 
Tilmidzun (Students) : “Syaatiu Bahri” 
Ustadz G (Mr. G)  : “All right, the meaning of seaside is 
syaatiu bahri” “Second vocabulary 
overcoat, what is overcoat?” 
Tilmidzun (Students) : “Rain coat” sutroh  
Ustadz G (Mr. G)  : “Overcoat is sutrotun thowilatun, 
because the coat is over, it is mean so 
long”. So, the next vocabulary is 
Mutton, what the meaning of 
mutton? 
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Tilmidzun (Students) : ......................... (just silent) 
Ustadz G (Mr. G)  : “Ok, I will give you a picture 
(showed picture. Satay) what the 
meaning of mutton?” 
Tilmidzun (Students) : “Satay” 
Ustadz G (Mr. G)  : “Mutton is meat of sheep. It is used 
for making satay. Next, what is 
wine?” 
Tilmidzun (Students) : “Khomr” 
Ustadz G (Mr. G)  : Wine is khomr, al-khomru 
mamnu’un lanaa, hadza haram lil 
muslim. 
Ustadz G (Mr. G)  : “Okay, next is shadow. What the 
meaning of shadow? Do you know 
shadow? 
Tilmidzun (Students) : “Yes, I knew.” 
Ustadz G (Mr. G)  : “Shadow is a dark area or shape 
produced by a body coming between 
rays of light and a surface.” 
b. Question 
In this step, the teacher asked the students to understand 
the text with the vocabularies that given before and asked to 
teacher if there is a vocabulary that they did not understand. 
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Giving vocabulary and reviewing the text before explaining the 
material make the students easier in understanding the text. 
c. Reading  
In this step, the students asked to read the text with their 
understanding vocabularies. 
d. Reflection  
In this step, the students think deeply about what they are 
reading. To make a visual perception of the text, teacher read 
the text and explained the material in front class followed by 
the students. 
Ustadz G (Mr. G) : “At the Seaside”. “Last year, Mr. 
and Mrs. Jones and their family went 
to the seaside for their summer 
holidays”. What for? For what?  
Tilmidzun (Students) : “For their summer holiday.” 
Ustadz G (Mr. G) : “What is the meaning of holiday?” 
Tilmidzun (Students) : “Yaumul uthlah” 
Ustadz G (Mr. G) : “Holiday is yaumul uthlati” “and 
then, what the meaning summer?” 
Tilmidzun (Students) : “As-shoif” 
 
Teacher explained the differences between season and weather 
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Ustadz G (Mr. G) : “They left the city very early in the 
morning on 31st of July. The weather 
was not very fine and they wore their 
overcoats because they felt cold.” 
(teacher explained the function of 
overcoats) 
    
At 10 o’clock, the sun began to 
shine, and two hours later, when I 
met them at the station, the sun was 
shining brightly. (teacher explained 
because the weather is fine, they took 
off their overcoats and went to the 
some restaurant.) 
 
At the restaurant they ate fish, some 
very good mutton, and drank two 
bottles of excellent wine. “what is 
fish?” 
Tilmidzun (Student) : Samakun  
Ustadz G (Mr. G) : yes, fish is samakun. (teacher gave 
a picture to give a students visual 
about fish that they ate and 
explained the next paragraph) Mr. 
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Jones and family enjoying the 
beach. 
 After enjoying the beach, they went 
back to their hotel. Mrs. Jones wrote 
a few later and postcards, Mrs. 
Jones taktubu ar-risalah lakinna Mr. 
Jones and I played a game of 
billiards.  
 After dinner, they went out and saw 
the sunset in a bright red sky. “What 
is the meaning from sunset?” 
Tilmidzun (Students): gurubi as-syamsi 
e. Recite  
In this section, after finishing reading paragraph one by 
one paragraph teacher asked some question about the text in 
each paragraph. Students recite their answers loudly after 
reading them carefully and writing the answers in the booklet. 
This will required students to recall information in details, 
which are extracted from the reading text.  
f. Review  
Finally, students review the ideas they have learned, the 
facts contained in the reading text when necessary, and can 
provide suggestions and non-traditional ideas. Some educators 
have called this step (review or recitation): repetition of 
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information, examination of answer to ascertain their 
comprehension of the text (Hornby, 1995). In this step, teacher 
asked one of the students to read and explained the text. 
The explanation of each type will be presented here to make the 
explanation clearler. 
(1)   1/ Int/ Ter.Sent/ Top 
Teacher: “Assalamu’alaikum Wr. Wb. Good morning students” 
The datum was taken on January 7th, 2019 in Reading class for class 1 
intensive. The setting is in a classroom. In this case, the teacher was entered 
the class, and opened the class. 
The change of languages in the data shows at the type of code 
switching is Inter-sentential code switching. The teacher changes he 
language in a boundary level of sentences. 
The reason of code switching is talking about particular topic. The use 
of Arabic language is to open the reading class. 
 
(2) 2/ Int/ Tra.Sent/ Repfc 
Teacher: “All right, the meaning of seaside is syaatiu bahri”. Second 
vocabulary overcoat, what is overcoat?. 
The datum was taken on January 7th, 2019 in Reading class for class 1 
intensive. The setting is in a classroom and they are discussing the 
vocabulary in a text reading about at the seaside.  
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In this case, the teacher was explained the meaning of sea side. At the 
sea side is the tittle of the text reading that will they learned, then the 
teacher change his language into Arabic to make the student get the main 
point of the text.  
The change of languages in the data shows at the type of code 
switching is Intra-sentential code switching. The teacher changes he 
language in a boundary level or word. The data also shows that there is no 
change of atmosphere or the participants when the teacher change his 
language. 
The reason of code switching is repetition used for clarrification. The 
use of Arabic language to check the student understanding about the 
vocabulary. Teacher tried to explained the tittle that will learned. 
 
(3) 3/ Int/ Tra.Sent/ Repfc 
Teacher: “Overcoat is sutrotun thowilatun, because the coat is over, it is 
mean so long”. So, the next vocabulary is mutton, what the meaning of 
mutton? 
The datum was taken on January 7th, 2019 in Reading class for class 1 
intensive. The setting is in a classroom and they are discussing the 
vocabulary in a text reading about at the seaside.  
In this case, the teacher was explained the meaning of sutrotun 
thowilatun. Sutrotun thowilatun is the meaning of overcoat, the teacher 
change his language into Arabic to make the student get the main point of 
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the text. Teacher explained the meaning in Arabic to give an overview to the 
students about overcoat. 
The change of languages in the data shows at the type of code 
switching is Intra-sentential code switching. The teacher changes he 
language in a boundary level or word. The data also shows that there is no 
change of atmosphere or the participants when the teacher change his 
language. 
The reason of code switching is repetition used for clarrification. The 
use of Arabic language to check the student understanding about the 
vocabulary. Teacher tried to explained the meaning of overcoat in Arabic to 
give an overview about overcoat. 
 
(4) 4/ Int/ Tra.Sent/ Repfc 
Teacher: “Wine is khomr, al-khomru mamnu’un lanaa, hadza haram lil 
muslim” 
The datum was taken on January 7th, 2019 in Reading class for class 1 
intensive. The setting is in a classroom and they are discussing the 
vocabulary in a text reading about at the seaside.  
In this case, the teacher was explained the meaning of khomr. Khomr  
is the meaning of wine, the teacher change his language into Arabic to make 
the student get the main point of the text. Teacher explained the meaning in 
Arabic to give an overview to the students about wine. Teacher also give an 
explanation about wine, wine is forbidden for moeslem’s consuming. 
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The change of languages in the data shows at the type of code 
switching is Intra-sentential code switching. The teacher changes he 
language in a boundary level or word. The data also shows that there is no 
change of atmosphere or the participants when the teacher change his 
language. 
The reason of code switching is repetition used for clarrification. The 
use of Arabic language means to clarify hat he said, and also aplify and 
emphasizing the message for the text. The teacher give more explanation 
about wine. 
 
(5) 5/ Int/ Mcs/ Intent 
Teacher: Mrs. Jones wrote a few letter and postcard, Mrs. Jones taktubu ar-
risalah lakinna Mr. Jones and I played a game of billiards. 
The datum was taken on January 7th, 2019 in Reading class for class 1 
intensive. The setting is in a classroom and they are discussing the 
vocabulary in a text reading about at the seaside.  
In this case, the teacher was explained the meaning of taktubu ar-
risalah. Taktubu ar-risalah  is the meaning of write a letter and lakinna is 
but, the teacher change his language into Arabic to make the student get the 
main point of the text. Teacher explained the meaning in Arabic to give an 
overview to the students about wine. In this case, teacher explained the text 
by switching his language.  
The change of languages in the data shows at the type of code 
switching is metaphorical code switching. The teacher changes his language 
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in a boundary level or word. The data also shows that there is no change of 
atmosphere or the participants when the teacher change his language. 
The reason of code switching is intention of clarifying the speech for 
the interlocutor. The use of Arabic language means to make the explanation 
runs smoothly and can be understood by the student. A message in one code 
is repeated in the other code in somewhat modified form. 
2. Second data of class 1 B 
The result of the observation for class 1 B that hold by Mr. A on 
January 8th 2019, at 08.15 – 09.00 can be explained as bellow. Mr. A was 
teaching reading. The material can be shown on the appendices. There are 
25 students in the classroom when the teaching process.  
1) Opening 
At 08.15 pm bell rang, the teacher go to the 1 B class followed 
by the researcher. The teacher opened the class by saying 
“Assalamu’alaikum Wr. Wb. Good morning students” followed by 
asking the students condition and the students replied eargerly. Then 
checked the absence. On that day no one was absent. 
Before entering to the new chapter, the teacher asked the 
students about their last chapter. The teacher give the new 
vocabularies before they entered to the new chapter.  
2) Main Activity  
The main activity used PQ4R strategy toward reading mastery. 
PQ4R strategy is a strategy that helps students to focus organizing 
information in their minds and making it meaningful (Slavin, 1997: 
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298). PQ4R is Previewing (P), Questioning (Q), Reading (R), Reflect 
(R), Recite (R), Review (R) (Sudarman, 2009). Those activities were 
followed by the students, and the teacher implemented them by using 
certain method and technique. 
a. Preview 
In this step, the teacher asked the student to review what the 
meaning of the vocabularies before. Then, the teacher gave 
questions for all the students, and the students answered it. 
Ustadz A ( Mr. A ) : Let’s say together sport. What the 
meaning sport? 
Tilmidzun ( students ) : Olahraga 
Ustadz A ( Mr. A ) : Wa madza naqul? Ar.... 
Tilmidzun ( students ) :  Arriyadiyah 
Ustadz A ( teacher ) : Laisa Ar-riyadiyah lakinna ar-
riyadhoh. So, let’s say together strong. 
What the meaning of strong? 
Tilmidzun ( students ) : Qowi  
Ustadz A ( teacher ) : Qowiyun, qowiya – yaqwi. Next 
vocabulary weak, say together weak. 
What the meaning of weak? 
Tilmidzun ( students ) : Lemah 
Ustadz A ( teacher ) : Madza Naqul? 
Tilmidzun ( students ) : Dhoif 
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Ustadz A ( teacher ) : Alright, weak is dhoif. So, the next 
vocabulary is join. What the meaning of 
join? 
Tilmidzun ( students ) : tatba’  
Ustadz A ( teacher ) : Ok, join is tabi’a yatba’u. 
b. Question 
In this step, the teacher asked the students to understand the 
text with the vocabularies that given before and asked to teacher if 
there is a vocabulary that they did not understand. Giving 
vocabulary and reviewing the text before explaining the material 
make the students easier in understanding the text. 
c. Reading  
In this step, the students asked to read the text with their 
understanding vocabularies.  
d. Reflection  
In this step, the students think deeply about what they are 
reading. To make a visual perception of the text, teacher read the 
text and explained the material in front class. 
Ustadz A (Mr. A) : The Sport Zaki Plays  
Tilmidzun (Students) : The Sport Zaki Plays  
Ustadz A (Mr. A) : Zaki, a santri of class one in Tazakka 
Modern Boarding School, likes playing 
sports.  
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Tilmidzun (Students) : Zaki, a santri of class one in Tazakka 
Modern Boarding School, likes playing 
sports. 
Ustadz A (Mr.A) : Zaky tholibu faslu awwal fii mahadi 
tazakka, wa huwa yuhibbu riyadhoh, 
huwa yuhibbu what? Yuhibbu what? 
Yuhibburrr.... 
Tilmidzun (Students) : Yuhibbu ar-riyadhoh.  
Ustadz A (Mr.A) : In the morning, he does gymnastics.   
Tilmidzun (students) : In the morning, he does gymnastics. 
Ustadz A (Mr.A) : He joins gymnastics club, PERSATAZ 
(Persatuan Senam Tazakka, Tazakka 
Gymnast Association). In the afternoon, 
Zaki plays soccer. 
Tilmidzun (Students) : He joins gymnastics club, PERSATAZ 
(Persatuan Senam Tazakka, Tazakka 
Gymnast Association). In the afternoon, 
Zaki plays soccer. 
Ustadz A (Mr.A) : On Friday morning and on Tuesday 
morning, Zaki does 1 kilometer running. 
On Thursday afternoon, Zakidoes karate. 
Zaki plyas all the sport to stay healty. 
Tilmidzun (Students) : On Friday morning and on Tuesday 
morning, Zaki does 1 kilometer running. 
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On Thursday afternoon, Zaki does 
karate. Zaki plyas all the sport to stay 
healty. 
Ustadz A (Mr.A) : Fii jum’ah shobah wa yaumil arbia’ 
shobah zaki yuhibbu jaryu shobah. 
The teacher continued his explanation  
e. Recite  
In this section, after finishing reading paragraph one by 
one paragraph teacher asked some question about the text in 
each paragraph. Students recite their answers loudly after 
reading them carefully and writing the answers in the booklet. 
This will required students to recall information in details, 
which are extracted from the reading text.  
f. Review  
Finally, students review the ideas they have learned, the 
facts contained in the reading text when necessary, and can 
provide suggestions and non-traditional ideas. Some educators 
have called this step (review or recitation): repetition of 
information, examination of answer to ascertain their 
comprehension of the text (Horn by, 1995). In this step, teacher 
asked one of the students to read and explained the text.  
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The explanation of each type will be presented here to make the explanation 
clearler. 
(6) 6/ Reg/ Ter.Sent/ Top 
“Assalamu’alaikum Wr. Wb. Good morning students” 
The datum was taken on January 8th, 2019 in Reading class for class 1 
reguler B. The setting is in a classroom. In this case, the teacher was entered 
the class, and opened the class. 
The change of languages in the data shows at the type of code 
switching is Inter-sentential code switching. The teacher changes he 
language in a boundary level of sentences. 
The reason of code switching is talking about particular topic. The use 
of Arabic language is to open the reading class. 
 
(7) 7/ Reg/ Tra.Sent/ Repfc 
“Let’s say together sport. What the meaning of sport? Olahraga. Wa madza 
naqul? 
The datum was taken on January 8th, 2019 in Reading class for class 1 
reguler B.The setting is in a classroom and they are discussing the 
vocabulary in a text reading about at the sports Zaki plays.  
In this case, the teacher was explained the meaning of sport. The 
teacher asked the students by using Arabic to make sure that the students 
was understand with the his explanation.  
The change of languages in the data shows at the type of code 
switching is Intra-sentential code switching. The teacher changes he 
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language in a boundary level or word. The data also shows that there is no 
change of atmosphere or the participants when the teacher change his 
language. 
The reason of code switching is repetition used for clarrification. The 
use of Arabic language to check the student understanding about the 
vocabulary. Teacher tried to explained the tittle that will learned. 
 
(8) 8/ Reg/ Tra.Sent/ Repfc 
“Laisa arriyadiyah lakinna arriyadhoh. So let’s say together strong. What 
the meaning of strong?” 
The datum was taken on January 8th, 2019 in Reading class for class 1 
reguler B. The setting is in a classroom and they are discussing the 
vocabulary in a text reading about at the sports Zaki plays.  
In this case, the teacher was explained the meaning of sport. The 
teacher explained the students that the meaning of sport is not arriyadiyah 
but arriyadhoh. Arriyadiyah is mathematic, and arriyadhoh is sport. The 
meaning that teacher mean is arriyadhoh. 
The change of languages in the data shows at the type of code 
switching is Intra-sentential code switching. The teacher changes he 
language in a boundary level or word. The data also shows that there is no 
change of atmosphere or the participants when the teacher change his 
language. 
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The reason of code switching is repetition used for clarrification. The 
use of Arabic language to check the student understanding about the 
vocabulary. Teacher tried to explained the meaning of sport. 
 
(9) 9/ Reg/ Tra.Sent/ Repfc 
“Qowiyun, qowiya – yaqwi. Next vocabulary weak. Say together weak” 
The datum was taken on January 8th, 2019 in Reading class for class 1 
reguler B. The setting is in a classroom and they are discussing the 
vocabulary in a text reading about at the sports Zaki plays.  
In this case, the teacher was explained the meaning of strong. The 
teacher explained the students about fi’il madii and fi’il mudori’ from 
qowiyun. This part gives the student  more knowledge about sorf lesson. 
The change of languages in the data shows at the type of code 
switching is Intra-sentential code switching. The teacher changes he 
language in a boundary level or word. The data also shows that there is no 
change of atmosphere or the participants when the teacher change his 
language. 
The reason of code switching is repetition used for clarrification. The 
use of Arabic language to check the student understanding about the 
vocabulary. Teacher tried to explained the meaning of weak.  
 
(10) 10/ Reg/ Tra.Sent/ Top 
“What the meaning of weak? Lemah. Madza naqul?” 
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The datum was taken on January 8th, 2019 in Reading class for class 1 
reguler B. The setting is in a classroom and they are discussing the 
vocabulary in a text reading about at the sports Zaki plays.  
In this case, the teacher was explained the meaning of weak. The 
teacher asked the student the meaning of weak in English, but the student 
answered by Indonesian. Then, the teacher asked the students to answered 
by Arabic language, because students of Tazakka Islamic Modern Boarding 
School should speak by Arabic or English language. 
The change of languages in the data shows at the type of code 
switching is Inter-sentential code switching. The teacher changes his 
language in a boundary level of sentences. 
The reason of code switching is talking about particular topic. The use 
of Arabic language is to force the student used Arabic language when they 
does not understand the meaning in English. 
 
(11) 11/ Reg/  Mcs/ Intent 
“Zaki, a santri of class one in Tazakka Modern Boarding School, likes 
playing sports. Zaky tholibu faslu awwal fii mahadi tazakka, wa huwa 
yuhibbu riyadhoh, huwa yuhibbu what? Yuhibbu what? Yuhibburrr....” 
The datum was taken on January 8th, 2019 in Reading class for class 1 
reguler B. The setting is in a classroom and they are discussing the 
vocabulary in a text reading about at the sports Zaki plays.  
In this case, the teacher was explained the meaning of Zaki, a santri of 
class one in Tazakka Modern Boarding School, likes playing sports. The 
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teacher explained the text by using an Arabic language because class 1 
reguler or first grade student more knowing Arabic language than English 
language. Its because Arabic is main language in this boarding school. 
Teacher switch his language into Arabic to make the student get the main 
point of the text. Teacher explained the meaning in Arabic to give an 
overview to the students about text. 
The change of languages in the data shows at the type of code 
switching is metaphorical code switching. The teacher changes his language 
in a boundary level or word. The data also shows that there is no change of 
atmosphere or the participants when the teacher change his language. 
The reason of code switching is intention for clarifying the speech 
content for the interlocutor. The use of Arabic language means to make the 
explanation runs smoothly and can be understood by the student. A message 
in one code is repeated in the other code in somewhat modified form. 
 
(12) 12/ Reg/ Mcs/ Intent  
“Zaki does karate. Zaki plays all the sport to stay healty. Fii jum’ah shobah 
wa yaumil arbia’ shobah zaki yuhibbu jaryu shobah.” 
The datum was taken on January 8th, 2019 in Reading class for class 1 
reguler B. The setting is in a classroom and they are discussing the 
vocabulary in a text reading about at the sports Zaki plays.  
In this case, the teacher was explained the meaning of the text. The 
teacher explained the text by using an Arabic language because class 1 
reguler or first grade student more knowing Arabic language than English 
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language. Its because Arabic is main language in this boarding school. 
Teacher switch his language into Arabic to make the student get the main 
point of the text. Teacher explained the meaning in Arabic to give an 
overview to the students about text. 
The change of languages in the data shows at the type of code 
switching is metaphorical code switching. The teacher changes his language 
in a boundary level or word. The data also shows that there is no change of 
atmosphere or the participants when the teacher change his language. 
The reason of code switching is intention for clarifying the speech 
content for the interlocutor. The use of Arabic language means to make the 
explanation runs smoothly and can be understood by the student. A message 
in one code is repeated in the other code in somewhat modified form. 
 
The Data of English Teaching Learning Process Outside Class for Students 
of Tazakka Islamic Modern Boarding School 
No Informant Class Subject Matter 
1 IRQA 
IRN 
Class 6 
Class 2 
Explanation of Grammar 
2 Mr. F 
BWN 
English Teacher 
Class 5 
Talking about something 
3 Mr. F 
IRN 
English Teacher 
Class 2 
Talking about something 
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1. First Data  
The first data was taken in the night studying program, that hold at 
20.00 – 21.30. The data was taken from two students: IRN class 2 and 
IRQA class 6 which are studying Grammar. The student from class 2 asked 
his senior to explain grammar subject. In this condition, the ongoing 
language is Arabic language, they are now in Arabic week. 
IRN  : Assalamualaikum Al-akh, afwan sa as’al, hadza madza al-
akh? 
IRQA   : Aina 
IRN   : Hadza 
IRQA   : Ijlis, this is verb, do you know verb? Anta, ta’rifu verb? 
IRN   : Laa 
IRQA  : The meaning from verb is Fi’lun. The meaning of verb in 
lughoh arabiyyah is faala-yafalu. Ana uthika al-misal 
Alfian study in the class, where is the verb? 
IRN   : Laa a’rif 
IRQA   : Antiku bilughoh arabiyah, Alfian yata’alamu fii fasl. Aina 
al-fi’lu? 
IRN   : Yataallamu 
IRQA   : So, do you know what the meaning study? 
IRN   : Don’t know 
IRQA   : Study is taalama – yataalamu. Ana aftah al-kitab, wa ana 
aqra’ marratan-marratan, wa marratan. Ana akhfad. Alfian 
study in the class. the meaning is alfian.... 
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IRN   : Yataalamu 
IRQA   : Yes, all right. Alfian study grammar. What book do you 
bring? 
IRN   : Nahwu,  
IRQA   : Anta taalamu ilmin nahwi 
IRN   : Naam 
IRQA   : Kholas? Arafta? Fahmita an verb?  
IRN   : Naam fahmitu, syukron akh.  
 
The explanation of each type will be presented here to make the explanation 
clearler. 
(13) 13/ Conv/ Scs/ Top 
“IRN: Ijlis, this is verb, do you know verb? Anta ta’rifu verb?” 
The datum was taken on January 9th, 2019 in the night studying 
program, that hold at 20.00 – 21.30. The setting is in outside class and they 
are discussing the matery about verb in Grammar subject. The data was 
taken from two students: IRN class 2 and IRQA class 6 which are studying 
nahwu. The student from class 2 asked his senior to explain grammar 
subject. In this condition, the ongoing language is Arabic language, they are 
now in Arabic week. 
In this case, IRQA was let IRN to sit beside him and explained the 
matery that he does not understand. IRQA asked to IRN about verb, does he 
understand with the main meaning from the matery. At the first IRQA asked 
IRN by using English language, but IRN still does not understand. Then, 
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IRQA switch his language into Arabic language to make IRN understand 
with the meaning. 
The change of languages in the data shows at the type of code 
switching is situational code switching. They change their language 
according to the situation in which the conversantsfind themselves: they 
speak one language in one situation and another in different one. 
The reason of code switching is talking about particular topic. The use 
of Arabic language means to make the explanation runs smoothly and can 
be understood by the listener. Sometimes people prefer to talk about a 
particular topic in one language rather than in another. 
 
(14) 14/ Conv/ Mcs/ Top 
“The meaning from verb is fi’lun. The meaning of verb in lughoh arabiyyah 
is fa’ala-yaf’alu. Ana uthika al-misal Alfian study in the class, where is the 
verb?” 
The datum was taken on January 9th, 2019 in the night studying 
program, that hold at 20.00 – 21.30. The setting is in outside class and they 
are discussing the matery about verb in Grammar subject. The data was 
taken from two students: IRN class 2 and IRQA class 6 which are studying 
Grammar. The student from class 2 asked his senior to explain grammar 
subject. In this condition, the ongoing language is Arabic language, they are 
now in Arabic week. 
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In this case, IRQA explained IRN about verb, and give him an 
example from verb in English. IRQA asked IRN where is the verb from the 
example that given.  
The change of languages in the data shows at the type of code 
switching is metaphorical code switching. IRQA changes his language in a 
boundary level or word. The data also shows that there is no change of 
atmosphere when he change his language. 
The reason of code switching is talking about particular topic. The use 
of Arabic language means to make the explanation runs smoothly and can 
be understood by the listener. Sometimes people prefer to talk about a 
particular topic in one language rather than in another. 
 
(15) 15/ Conv/ Mcs/ Top 
“IRQA: where is the verb?” 
“IRN: Laa a’rif” 
The datum was taken on January 9th, 2019 in the night studying 
program, that hold at 20.00 – 21.30. The setting is in outside class and they 
are discussing the matery about verb in Grammar subject. The data was 
taken from two students: IRN class 2 and IRQA class 6 which are studying 
Grammar. The student from class 2 asked his senior to explain grammar 
subject. In this condition, the ongoing language is Arabic language, they are 
now in Arabic week. 
In this case, IRQA explained IRN about verb, and give him an 
example from verb in English. IRQA asked IRN where is the verb from the 
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example that given, but IRN still does not know where the verb is from the 
sentence. 
The change of languages in the data shows at the type of code 
switching is metaphorical code switching. IRQA changes his language in a 
boundary level or word. The data also shows that there is no change of 
atmosphere when he change his language. 
The reason of code switching is talking about particular topic. The use 
of Arabic language means to make the explanation runs smoothly and can 
be understood by the listener. Sometimes people prefer to talk about a 
particular topic in one language rather than in another. 
  
(16) 16/ Conv/ Mcs/ Repfc 
“IRQA: Antiku billughoh arabiyaj. Alfian yata’allamu fii fasl. Aina al-
fi’lu?” 
“IRN: yata’allamu” 
“IRQA: so, do you know what the meaning study?” 
“IRN: Do not know” 
The datum was taken on January 9th, 2019 in the night studying 
program, that hold at 20.00 – 21.30. The setting is in outside class and they 
are discussing the matery about verb in Grammar subject. The data was 
taken from two students: IRN class 2 and IRQA class 6 which are studying 
Grammar. The student from class 2 asked his senior to explain grammar 
subject. In this condition, the ongoing language is Arabic language, they are 
now in Arabic week. 
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In this case, IRQA explained IRN about verb, and give him an 
example from verb in English. IRQA asked IRN where is the verb from the 
example that given. IRQA was asked IRN about verb but IRN still does not 
understand, then IRQA tried switch his language in Arabic.  
IRQA explained IRN about verb by using Arabic language. IRQA 
also asked IRN what the meaning from study, he asked IRN to checked IRN 
vocabulary mastery and IRN does not know the meaning from study. 
The change of languages in the data shows at the type of code 
switching is metaphorical code switching. IRQA changes his language in a 
boundary level or word. The data also shows that there is no change of 
atmosphere when he change his language. 
The reason of code switching is repetition used for clarrification. The 
use of Arabic language to check the student understanding about the 
vocabulary. IRQA tried to explained the meaning of study. 
 
(17) 17/ Conv/ Mcs/ Repfc 
“IRQA: Study is ta’allama – yata’allamu. Ana aftah al-kitab, wa ana aqra’ 
marratan – marratan, wa marratan. Alfian study in the class. the meaning 
is Alfian .....” 
“IRN: yata’allamu” 
The datum was taken on January 9th, 2019 in the night studying 
program, that hold at 20.00 – 21.30. The setting is in outside class and they 
are discussing the matery about verb in Grammar subject. The data was 
taken from two students: IRN class 2 and IRQA class 6 which are studying 
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Grammar. The student from class 2 asked his senior to explain grammar 
subject. In this condition, the ongoing language is Arabic language, they are 
now in Arabic week. 
In this case, IRQA explained IRN about verb, and give him an 
example from verb in English. IRQA asked IRN where is the verb from the 
example that given. IRQA explained the meaning of study in Arabic to 
make IRN understand with the meaning. IRQA also give more example and 
asked IRN to analize where the verb is. 
The change of languages in the data shows at the type of code 
switching is metaphorical code switching. IRQA changes his language in a 
boundary level or word. The data also shows that there is no change of 
atmosphere or the participants when he changes his language. 
The reason of code switching is repetition used for clarrification. The 
use of Arabic language to check the student understanding about the 
vocabulary. IRQA tried to explain what the verb is. 
 
(18) 18/ Conv/ Mcs/ Repfc 
“IRQA: yes, all right. Alfian study grammar. What book do you bring?” 
“IRN: Nahwu”  
“IRQA: Anta ta’allamu ilmin nahwi” 
The datum was taken on January 9th, 2019 in the night studying 
program, that hold at 20.00 – 21.30. The setting is in outside class and they 
are discussing the matery about verb in Grammar subject. The data was 
taken from two students: IRN class 2 and IRQA class 6 which are studying 
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Grammar. The student from class 2 asked his senior to explain grammar 
subject. In this condition, the ongoing language is Arabic language, they are 
now in Arabic week. 
In this case, IRQA was explained IRN about verb. For finishing the 
explanation IRQA asked IRN about verb to check his understanding about 
verb. IRQA asked IRN to analize the verb in some sentences. 
The change of languages in the data shows at the type of code 
switching is metaphorical code switching. IRQA changes his language in a 
boundary level or word. The data also shows that there is no change of 
atmosphere when he changes his language. The reason of code switching is 
repetition used for clarification. The use of Arabic language to check the 
student understanding about the vocabulary 
2. Second Data 
The second data was taken at 14.00 – 14.30. The data was taken from two 
persons: between teacher and student, Mr. F as teacher and BWN as student 
class 5. They were take their rest in front of office while saw the scout 
practice. 
Ustadz F (Mr.F) :Bawono, tell me eveything about scout that you 
know 
BWN   : That i know, scout is joly game 
Ustadz F (Mr.F) : What is joly game? 
BWN   : Joly game is la’eb alatii interesting for us. 
Ustadz F (Mr. F) : Interesting for us? Like what 
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BWN : Like knowing about scout games, knowing all of 
alladzi yahtaju ilaa kasyafa, alladzi kadzaka, in this 
boarding school the scout is just for muslim, they 
say that we are scout but we are muslim,  
Ustadz F (Mr.F) : What the different between that scout, we are scout 
but we are muslim and the other scout? 
BWN : The other scout, al-akhor laisa hunaka sholah, 
walakin in kasyafatuna we always pray in scouting, 
we pray five times but in another scout they didn’t. 
Ustadz F (Mr. F) : Are you sure? 
BWN : Another scout are not muslim, but muslim always 
pray.  
Ustadz F (Mr. F) : Ok, this is the different? What is interesting thing 
that you find in scouting? 
BWN  : I find the interesting thing in scout is about a,,, 
actually i dont like scout ( hahaaha ) 
Ustadz F (Mr. F)  : Why? 
BWN    : Because scout is very many dicipline ( regulation )  
Ustadz F (Mr. F)  : Like what? 
BWN    : If we not wear an attribute they will punish us,  
Ustadz F (Mr. F) : So what do you like? 
BWN    : Marcing band 
Ustadz F (Mr. F)  : So except scout and marching band, can you 
muhadoroh in two languages? 
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BWN    : InsyaAllah 
Bismillahirrahmanirrahim, assalamualaikum 
wr.wb... 
Alhamdulillahirabbil alamiin, alhamdulillahiladzi 
hadzana wa lihadza wama kunna lahu, I’m sorry. 
I’m forget I will repeat again. 
 
Bismillahirrahmanirrahim, assalamualaikum 
wr.wb. 
Alhamdulillah wal hamdulillahi rabbil alaamin 
wabihi nastain wa aala umuriidunya wan diin wa 
aala alihi wabihi nastaiin amma ba’du. 
Awwalan hayya bina nasykuru ila Allahi azza 
wajalla aladzi qot a’to’na niaaman katsirotan hatta 
nastatia annajtamia fii hadzal makanil mubarok. 
 
Second, thanks to our prophet Muhammad SAW. 
Who has brought us from the darkness to the 
lightness. 
And the third i will thanks to the master of 
ceremony who has give me opportunity to stand in 
front of you all. Wal an nahnu sanatakallamu tahtal 
maudu’  
Al-islam 
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Qoola rasululloh SAW  : buniyal islamu ala 
khomsin syahadatain alla ilaaha illa Allah, wa 
asyhadu anna Muhammada ar-rasululloh, wa 
aqimu as-sholah, wa atuzzakah,wa siyamu 
romadhona , wa hajju al-baiti man istatho’a ...   
 
the meaning is : al-islam build from 5 things 
 
The explanation of each type will be presented here to make the explanation 
clearler. 
(19) 19/ Conv/ Mcs/ Top 
“Mr.F: So except scout and marching band, can you muhadoroh in two 
languages?” 
The datum was taken in conversation between Mr. F and BWN at 
14.00 – 14.30. The data was taken from two persons: between teacher and 
student, Mr. F as teacher and BWN as student class 6. They were take their 
rest in front of office while saw the scout practice. In this case, Mr. F asked 
BWN to give an example about muhadoroh or speech. 
The change of languages in the data shows at the type of code 
switching is metaphorical code switching. Mr.F changes his language in a 
boundary level or word. The data also shows that there is no change of 
atmosphere when he changes his language.  
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The reason of code switching is talking about particular topic. The use 
of Arabic language means to make the explanation runs smoothly and can 
be understood by the listener. Sometimes people prefer to talk about a 
particular topic in one language rather than in another.  
3. Third Data 
The third data was taken at 15.00 – 15.30. The data was taken from 
two persons: between teacher and student, Mr. F as teacher and IRN as 
student class 2. They were take their rest in front of office after scout 
practice is finish. 
Ustadz F (Mr. F) : Why do you like ustad dedy? 
IRN : Shoutuhu jamil, good 
Ustadz F  (Mr. F)  : Why he is good? 
IRN  : Kholas ustadz,  
Ustadz F (Mr. F) : What subject do you really like?  
IRN : Mutholaah & insya 
Ustadz F (Mr. F) : Why mutholaah? 
IRN : Lianna mutholaah sahlun 
Ustadz F (Mr. F) : So why imla? 
IRN : Imla sahlun aidhon 
Ustadz F (Mr. F) : What? Oh.. sahl aidhon? 
IRN : Naam 
Ustadz F (Mr. F) : What about mathematic? 
IRN : Ariyadiyah so’bah 
Ustadz F (Mr. F) : What about fisika? 
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IRN : Fisika so’bah aidon 
Ustadz F (Mr. F) : What about fiqih? 
IRN : Fiqih sahl 
Ustadz F (Mr. F) : How many score did you get in 
mutholaah? 
IRN : Sab’ah 
Ustadz F (Mr. F) : How about insya’? 
IRN : Insya’ nasiitu ( heheheh ) 
Ustadz F (Mr. F) : Oh... nasita? Is it six, seven, or 
eight? 
 : Who is the best teacher ? 
IRN : Ustad Zilli 
Ustadz F (Mr. F) : Why ustad Zilli? 
IRN : La adri 
The explanation of each type will be presented here to make the explanation 
clearler. 
(20) 20/ Conv/ Ter.Sent/ Repfc 
“Mr. F: Oh... nasita? Is it six, seven, or eight?” 
The datum was taken at 15.00 – 15.30. The data was taken from two 
persons: between teacher and student, Mr. F as teacher and IRN as student 
class 2. They were take their rest in front of office after scout practice is 
finish. In this case, Mr. F clarify to IRN that he forgot about his mark in 
insya’ lesson. 
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The change of languages in the data shows at the type of code 
switching is Inter-sentential code switching. Mr.F changes he language in a 
boundary level or word. The data also shows that there is no change of 
atmosphere when he changes his language. 
The reason of code switching is repetition used for clarrification. The 
use of Arabic language means to clarify that he said, and also aplify and 
emphasizing the message for the text. Mr. F make sure IRN that he was 
forgot about his mark. 
 
B. Discussion 
Based on the data analysis, the phenomenon of code switching 
employed by the teacher in teaching learning process in reading subject 
there are 4 types of code switching. Four types of code switching that used 
by the teacher in this research are: Intra- Sentential Code Switching, Inter 
Sentential Code Switching, Situational Code Switching, and Metaphorical 
Code Switching.  
Code switching can be classified in accordance with two different 
classification named here grammatical and contextual classification. The 
grammatical classification is based on where the sentence or utterance the 
switching appears while the contextual classification based on the reason 
why bilingual switches. 
Types of code switching based on grammatical classified into three 
types: Tag Switching, Inter-Sentential Code Switching, and Intra-Sentential 
Code Switching, (Poplack, 1994: p178). Types of code switching based on 
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contextual classified into two types: Situational Code Switching and 
Metaphorical Code Switching, (Gumperz, 1982: p.73). 
Based on the data analysis, the researcher found four types that used 
by the teacher. The teacher usually used Inter-Sentential code switching, 
Intra-Sentential code switching, Situational code switching, and 
Metaphorical code switching. The types of code switching used based on 
the grammatical and contextual situation. 
Inter-Sentential code switching with no changing of participants and 
situation. In the research data, it is found 20% from all the data considered. 
The teacher changes his language in a boundary level of sentences. 
In the research data, it is found 30% from the data shows about Intra 
Sentential Code Swithing. The teacher changes he language in a boundary 
level or word. The data also shows that there is no change of atmosphere or 
the participants when the teacher change his language. 
In the data research of Metaphorical code switching, it is found 45% 
from all the data considered. The data shows that there is no change of 
atmosphere when the teacher change his language. 
The change of languages in the data research, it is found 5% of 
Situational Code Switching type. They change their language according to 
the situation in which the conversants find themselves: they speak one 
language in one situation and another in different one. 
According to Hoffman (1992: 116) there are a number of reason for 
bilingual person to switch theie language such us, talking about particular 
topic, quoting somebody else, showing empathy about something, 
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interjection, repetition used for clarrification, expressing group identity, and 
intention of clarifying the speech for the interlocutor.   
Based on the data analysis, the researcher found four types that used 
by the teacher and the speaker. The teacher and the speaker usually used 
talking about particular topic, repetition used for clarification, and intention 
of clarifying the speech contentfor the interlocutor as the reason.  
The researcher found 35% of data used talking about a particular topic 
as the reason of code switching. The use of Arabic language means to make 
the explanation runs smoothly and can be understood by the listener. 
Sometimes people prefer to talk about a particular topic in one language 
rather than in another.  
The researcher found 50% of data used repetition used for clarification 
as the reason of code switching. The teacher and the speaker usually used 
this reason to check the student understanding about the vocabulary. 
The researcher found 15% of data used Intention of clarifying the 
speech content for the interlocutor as the reason of code switching. The 
teacher and the speaker switch their language means to make the 
explanation runs smoothly and can be understood by the student. A message 
in one code is repeated in the other code in somewhat modified form. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
 
This chapter discusses two things. The first is conclusion and the second is 
suggestion of this research. 
A. Conclusion 
Based on the research findings and the discussion result of the 
research in Tazakka Islamic Modern Boarding School, about code switching 
between English and Arabic language, it can be described some conclusions 
as follows: 
The teacher did preparation before doing teaching and learning 
process by preparing i’dad or lesson plan. They made an i’dad (lesson plan) 
before entering class. A night before entering class, teacher comes to KMI 
Office to get the evaluation from his i’dad (lesson plan). 
 Students of Tazakka Islamic Modern Boarding School comes from 
various regions in Indonesia even abroad. They comes with their own 
languages and cultures. Thus, Tazakka Islamic Modern Boarding School 
made its own regulation in using bilingual to make a unity in the 
differences.  
In English teaching learning process the types of code switching often 
used by the teacher and speaker is metaphorical code switching. Repetition 
used for clarification is a reason that usually used by the teacher and speaker 
to switch the languages. 
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The Factors that influences the students to use code switching are : a) 
The regulation of using two languages ( English and Arabic language ), b) 
A ban when using Indonesian language in their daily conversation. c) 
English and Arabic language used for daily conversation ( every two weeks 
once a month ). d) Sanctions if violated. e) The using of Arabic language 
more fluently than English language, because 70% of the subject matter is 
Arabic lesson. 
Based on the conclusion above we know that code switching 
happened in Tazakka Modern Boarding School. Teacher do their switching 
because of Tazakka’s circle, regulation, and the differences between 
students’ region. Teachers do their switching to make students easily in 
understanding the languages.  
 
B. Suggestion  
The research purposes suggestion at the end of this chapter. Hopefully the 
suggestion are usefully for the students, teacher, school, and other research. 
1. To the school 
The facilities are available in the school to support the learning 
process is good enough. Many students in Tazakka Islamic Modern 
Boarding School make his lack of the classroom. the school should 
add a new buliding for classroom. To make a new teacher have a good 
explanation the material, school should have a ta’hil  (deepening the 
material) program in many times. Ta’hil (deepening the material) 
should held with a master of the subject study. This program can make 
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the teacher more understand deeply materials, and make their self 
more confident in presenting the material in front of class. 
2. To the teacher 
The teacher should more prepare his confident in explaining the 
material  before entering the class. The teacher in order to pay 
attention and emphasize their pronounciation in teaching the 
students’s sepaking English language.  
3. For the students 
The student should more active in the teaching learning process, 
especially in questioning. Beside, the student should improve their 
vocabularies. Student should practice the material that have been 
learned in the class in their daily, it is will make the students more 
confident in speaking English.   
4. For the other researcher, the result of this research, it would be helped 
the next researcher as the source to conduct the next research with 
similar to problem of code switching. 
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APPENDIX 1. ABSENCES 
ABSENCE of 1B 
No. Reg. No Names 
1 18.00901 Muhamad Rafi Al-Baqir 
2 18.00814 Ananda Tegar Pradika Maylano 
3 18.00818 Bagas Ardiyanto 
4 18.00822 Mu’tadil Fahma Hammurabi 
5 18.00824 Fridline Hibban Maulana 
6 18.00843 Muhammad Wilda Maula Abdala 
7 18.00857 Raghiba Fidzikri Awfa 
8 18.00877 Faiq Akbar Yanuar 
9 18.00852 Raffy Muhammad Yardan 
10 18.00860 Ahmad Dzaky Mustofa 
11 18.00884 Muhamamad Hasbi Rosyandi 
12 18.00811 Muhammad  Nabil Makarim  
13 18.00823 Muhammad Syariful Aisy 
14 18.00825 Rival Anugrah Baina Ardhi 
15 18.00827 Haidar Hanif RafieRamadhan 
16 18.00828 Muhammad Trio Pangestu 
17 18.00829 Bati Sunku Sayyid Al-Affadil 
18 18.00842 Rizwar Risqi Maulana  
19 18.00846 Muhammad Arly Ariakusuma 
20 18.00868 Edwin Fernando 
21 18.00870 Reva Zulfana Faqih 
22 18.00871 Raditanaya Sadhuta Hiendra 
23 18.00876 Tian Naufal Alfarabi 
24 18.00878 Affan Putra Nur Tia 
25 18.00880 Muhammad Justicia Prasetya Putra 
26 18.00887 Jovy AtallaYasyfie 
27 18.00906 Quais Al-Qorny Dexta Vahlevi 
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28 18.00816 Ahnaf Fathudaroin 
29 18.00826 Esavid Putra Muarizin 
30 18.00834 Afzaal Bumi Adida Perdana 
31 18.00835 Adridinan Najmi Faza  
32 18.00836 Muhammad Dzaky Maulana 
33 18.00947 Anargya Gad Elhaq Sulaiman 
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ABSENCE of 1intB 
No. Reg. No Names 
1 18.00812 Ahmad Arga Syailendra 
2 18.00817 Muhammad Hamal  Hakima Hamdani 
3 18.00831 Faiz Abdurrohman 
4 18.00841 Dian Ardiansyah 
5 18.00844 Muhammad Syaddad Raihan 
6 18.00845 Asep Awaludin 
7 18.00847 Dzaky Maulana Al-Hasyir Muchti 
8 18.00850 Haidar Ali Laudza 
9 18.00855 Raditya Satria Wicaksana 
10 18.00859 Daffa Nur Syahid 
11 18.00881 Awang Nata Aji 
12 1800883 Rendy Haidar Ikhwanusshofa 
13 18.00892 Muhammad Adi Nugroho 
14 18.00916 Davva Hanna’ Ikhsanica 
15 18.00919 Arzaq Qotrun Nada 
16 18.00923 Pramono Jati 
17 18.00926 Alfalah Akhia Nurdifitria 
18 18.00933 Indradil Zulpatan 
19 18.00935 Maulana Akbar 
20 18.00938 Oji Mahendra  
21 18.00939 Aldi Utama 
22 18.00941 Abdul Wafi bin Rosli 
23 18.00942 Mohd Yusuf bin Mohd Yuzi 
24 18.00943 Syawaldi Putra 
25 18.00944 Ari Syahputra 
26 18.00945 Riyo Ramadanni Pratama Saputra 
27 18.00949 Hendri Eka Saputra 
28   
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APPENDIX 2. FIELDNOTE 
Transcribe Teaching Learning Process at 1 intensive B 
Ustadz G (Mr. G) : “At the Seaside, what the meaning 
of At the Seaside?” 
Tilmidzun (Students) : “Syaatiu Bahri” 
Ustadz G (Mr. G)  : “All right, the meaning of seaside is 
syaatiu bahri” “Second vocabulary 
overcoat, what is overcoat?” 
Tilmidzun (Students) : “Rain coat” sutroh  
Ustadz G (Mr. G)  : “Overcoat is sutrotun thowilatun, 
because the coat is over, it is mean so 
long”. So, the next vocabulary is 
Mutton, what the meaning of 
mutton? 
Tilmidzun (Students) : ......................... (just silent) 
Ustadz G (Mr. G)  : “Ok, I will give you a picture 
(showed picture. Satay) what the 
meaning of mutton?” 
Tilmidzun (Students) : “Satay” 
Ustadz G (Mr. G)  : “Mutton is meat of sheep. It is used 
for making satay. Next, what is 
wine?” 
Tilmidzun (Students) : “Khomr” 
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Ustadz G (Mr. G)  : Wine is khomr, al-khomru 
mamnu’un lanaa, hadza haram lil 
muslim. 
Ustadz G (Mr. G)  : “Okay, next is shadow. What the 
meaning of shadow? Do you know 
shadow? 
Tilmidzun (Students) : “Yes, I knew.” 
Ustadz G (Mr. G)  : “Shadow is a dark area or shape 
produced by a body coming between 
rays of light and a surface.” 
Ustadz G (Mr. G) : “At the Seaside”. “Last year, Mr. 
and Mrs. Jones and their family went 
to the seaside for their summer 
holidays”. What for? For what?  
Tilmidzun (Students) : “For their summer holiday.” 
Ustadz G (Mr. G) : “What is the meaning of holiday?” 
Tilmidzun (Students) : “Yaumul uthlah” 
Ustadz G (Mr. G) : “Holiday is yaumul uthlati” “and 
then, what the meaning summer?” 
Tilmidzun (Students) : “As-shoif” 
 
Teacher explained the differences between season and weather 
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Ustadz G (Mr. G) : “They left the city very early in the 
morning on 31st of July. The weather 
was not very fine and they wore their 
overcoats because they felt cold.” 
(teacher explained the function of 
overcoats) 
    
At 10 o’clock, the sun began to 
shine, and two hours later, when I 
met them at the station, the sun was 
shining brightly. (teacher explained 
because the weather is fine, they took 
off their overcoats and went to the 
some restaurant.) 
 
At the restaurant they ate fish, some 
very good mutton, and drank two 
bottles of excellent wine. “what is 
fish?” 
Tilmidzun (Student) : Samakun  
Ustadz G (Mr. G) : yes, fish is samakun. (teacher gave 
a picture to give a students visual 
about fish that they ate and 
explained the next paragraph) Mr. 
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Jones and family enjoying the 
beach. 
 After enjoying the beach, they went 
back to their hotel. Mrs. Jones wrote 
a few later and postcards, Mrs. 
Jones taktubu ar-risalah lakinna Mr. 
Jones and I played a game of 
billiards.  
 After dinner, they went out and saw 
the sunset in a bright red sky. “What 
is the meaning from sunset?” 
Tilmidzun (Students): gurubi as-syamsi 
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Transcribe Teaching Learning Process at 1 B 
Ustadz A ( Mr. A ) : Let’s say together sport. What the 
meaning sport? 
Tilmidzun ( students ) : Olahraga 
Ustadz A ( Mr. A ) : Wa madza naqul? Ar.... 
Tilmidzun ( students ) :  Arriyadiyah 
Ustadz A ( teacher ) : Laisa Ar-riyadiyah lakinna ar-
riyadhoh. So, let’s say together strong. 
What the meaning of strong? 
Tilmidzun ( students ) : Qowi  
Ustadz A ( teacher ) : Qowiyun, qowiya – yaqwi. Next 
vocabulary weak, say together weak. 
What the meaning of weak? 
Tilmidzun ( students ) : Lemah 
Ustadz A ( teacher ) : Madza Naqul? 
Tilmidzun ( students ) : Dhoif 
Ustadz A ( teacher ) : Alright, weak is dhoif. So, the next 
vocabulary is join. What the meaning of 
join? 
Tilmidzun ( students ) : tatba’  
Ustadz A ( teacher ) : Ok, join is tabi’a yatba’u. 
Ustadz A (Mr. A) : The Sport Zaki Plays  
Tilmidzun (Students) : The Sport Zaki Plays  
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Ustadz A (Mr. A) : Zaki, a santri of class one in Tazakka 
Modern Boarding School, likes playing 
sports.  
Tilmidzun (Students) : Zaki, a santri of class one in Tazakka 
Modern Boarding School, likes playing 
sports. 
Ustadz A (Mr.A) : Zaky tholibu faslu awwal fii mahadi 
tazakka, wa huwa yuhibbu riyadhoh, 
huwa yuhibbu what? Yuhibbu what? 
Yuhibburrr.... 
Tilmidzun (Students) : Yuhibbu ar-riyadhoh.  
Ustadz A (Mr.A) : In the morning, he does gymnastics.   
Tilmidzun (students) : In the morning, he does gymnastics. 
Ustadz A (Mr.A) : He joins gymnastics club, PERSATAZ 
(Persatuan Senam Tazakka, Tazakka 
Gymnast Association). In the afternoon, 
Zaki plays soccer. 
Tilmidzun (Students) : He joins gymnastics club, PERSATAZ 
(Persatuan Senam Tazakka, Tazakka 
Gymnast Association). In the afternoon, 
Zaki plays soccer. 
Ustadz A (Mr.A) : On Friday morning and on Tuesday 
morning, Zaki does 1 kilometer running. 
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On Thursday afternoon, Zakidoes karate. 
Zaki plyas all the sport to stay healty. 
Tilmidzun (Students) : On Friday morning and on Tuesday 
morning, Zaki does 1 kilometer running. 
On Thursday afternoon, Zakidoes karate. 
Zaki plyas all the sport to stay healty. 
Ustadz A (Mr.A) : Fii jum’ah shobah wa yaumil arbia’ 
shobah zaki yuhibbu jaryu shobah. 
The teacher continued his explanation  
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Transcribe Conversation between Mr.F and BWN 
Ustadz F (Mr.F) :Bawono, tell me eveything about scout that you 
know 
BWN   : That i know, scout is joly game 
Ustadz F (Mr.F) : What is joly game? 
BWN   : Joly game is la’eb alatii interesting for us. 
Ustadz F (Mr. F) : Interesting for us? Like what 
BWN : Like knowing about scout games, knowing all of 
alladzi yahtaju ilaa kasyafa, alladzi kadzaka, in this 
boarding school the scout is just for muslim, they 
say that we are scout but we are muslim,  
Ustadz F (Mr.F) : What the different between that scout, we are scout 
but we are muslim and the other scout? 
BWN : The other scout, al-akhor laisa hunaka sholah, 
walakin in kasyafatuna we always pray in scouting, 
we pray five times but in another scout they didn’t. 
Ustadz F (Mr. F) : Are you sure? 
BWN : Another scout are not muslim, but muslim always 
pray.  
Ustadz F (Mr. F) : Ok, this is the different? What is interesting thing 
that you find in scouting? 
BWN  : I find the interesting thing in scout is about a,,, 
actually i dont like scout ( hahaaha ) 
Ustadz F (Mr. F)  : Why? 
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BWN    : Because scout is very many dicipline ( regulation )  
Ustadz F (Mr. F)  : Like what? 
BWN    : If we not wear an attribute they will punish us,  
Ustadz F (Mr. F) : So what do you like? 
BWN    : Marcing band 
Ustadz F (Mr. F)  : So except scout and marching band, can you 
muhadoroh in two languages? 
BWN    : InsyaAllah 
Bismillahirrahmanirrahim, assalamualaikum 
wr.wb... 
Alhamdulillahirabbil alamiin, alhamdulillahiladzi 
hadzana wa lihadza wama kunna lahu, I’m sorry. 
I’m forget I will repeat again. 
 
Bismillahirrahmanirrahim, assalamualaikum 
wr.wb. 
Alhamdulillah wal hamdulillahi rabbil alaamin 
wabihi nastain wa aala umuriidunya wan diin wa 
aala alihi wabihi nastaiin amma ba’du. 
Awwalan hayya bina nasykuru ila Allahi azza 
wajalla aladzi qot a’to’na niaaman katsirotan hatta 
nastatia annajtamia fii hadzal makanil mubarok. 
 
Second, thanks to our prophet Muhammad SAW. 
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Who has brought us from the darkness to the 
lightness. 
And the third i will thanks to the master of 
ceremony who has give me opportunity to stand in 
front of you all. Wal an nahnu sanatakallamu tahtal 
maudu’  
Al-islam 
 
Qoola rasululloh SAW  : buniyal islamu ala 
khomsin syahadatain alla ilaaha illa Allah, wa 
asyhadu anna Muhammada ar-rasululloh, wa 
aqimu as-sholah, wa atuzzakah,wa siyamu 
romadhona , wa hajju al-baiti man istatho’a ...   
 
the meaning is : al-islam build from 5 things 
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Transcribe conversation between IRN and IRQA  
IRN  : Assalamualaikum Al-akh, afwan sa as’al, hadza madza al-
akh? 
IRQA   : aina 
IRN   : hadza 
IRQA   : ijlis, this is verb, do you know verb? Anta, ta’rifu verb? 
IRN   : Laa 
IRQA  :the meaning from verb is Fi’lun. The meaning of verb in 
lughoh arabiyyah is faala-yafalu. Ana uthika al-misal 
Alfian study in the class, where is the verb? 
IRN   : laa a’rif 
IRQA   : antiku bilughoh arabiyah, Alfian yata’alamu fii fasl. Aina 
al-fi’lu? 
IRN   : yataallamu 
IRQA   : so, do you know what the meaning study? 
IRN   : don’t know 
IRQA   : study is taalama – yataalamu. Ana aftah al-kitab, wa ana 
aqra’ marratan-marratan, wa marratan. Ana akhfad. Alfian 
study in the class. the meaning is alfian.... 
IRN   : yataalamu 
IRQA   : yes, all right. Alfian study grammar. What book do you 
bring? 
IRN   : Nahwu,  
IRQA   : Anta taalamu ilmin nahwi 
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IRN   : naam 
IRQA   : Kholas? Arafta? Fahmita an verb?  
IRN   : naam fahmitu, syukron akh.  
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Transcribe Conversation between Mr.F and IRN 
Ustadz F (Mr. F) : Why do you like ustad dedy? 
IRN : Shoutuhu jamil, good 
Ustadz F  (Mr. F)  : Why he is good? 
IRN  : Kholas ustadz,  
Ustadz F (Mr. F) : What subject do you really like?  
IRN : Mutholaah & insya 
Ustadz F (Mr. F) : Why mutholaah? 
IRN : Lianna mutholaah sahlun 
Ustadz F (Mr. F) : So why imla? 
IRN : Imla sahlun aidhon 
Ustadz F (Mr. F) : What? Oh.. sahl aidhon? 
IRN : Naam 
Ustadz F (Mr. F) : What about mathematic? 
IRN : Ariyadiyah so’bah 
Ustadz F (Mr. F) : What about fisika? 
IRN : Fisika so’bah aidon 
Ustadz F (Mr. F) : What about fiqih? 
IRN : Fiqih sahl 
Ustadz F (Mr. F) : How many score did you get in 
mutholaah? 
IRN : Sab’ah 
Ustadz F (Mr. F) : How about insya’? 
IRN : Insya’ nasiitu ( heheheh ) 
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Ustadz F (Mr. F) : Oh... nasita? Is it six, seven, or 
eight? 
 : Who is the best teacher ? 
IRN : Ustad Zilli 
Ustadz F (Mr. F) : Why ustad Zilli? 
IRN : La adri 
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APPENDIX 3. DOCUMENTATION 
PROFILE TAZAKKA ISLAMIC MODERN BOARDING SCHOOL 
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Sumber: wikipedia 
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TEACHING LEARNING PROCESS AT CLASS 1B 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Tazakka, 8th of January 2019 
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Tazakka, 8th January 2019 
 
 
Tazakka, 8th January 2019 
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TEACHING LEARNING PROCESS AT CLASS 1 INTENSIVE B 
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Tazakka, 7th January 2019 
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CONVERSATION THAT HAPPENED IN TAZAKKA ISLAMIC BOARDING 
SCHOOL 
 
 
Tazakka, 10th of January 2019 
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